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Humanae
Vitae gets
2nd look

Called prophetic
by ex-doubters

By Sister Mary Ann Walsh

Papal documents sometimes appear
to have been written to be read in
hindsight. And of all 20th century
Church documents, none seems to
call for such a reading more than
Humanae Vitae (Of Human Life),
which this month celebrates its 15th
anniversary.

Our Sunday Visitor recently inter-
viewed Catholic theologians who have
reflected on the document for more
than 15 years. Most see it as pro-
phetic and point out that the sexual
license and decreased standards of
morality which Humanae Vitae
predicted would come through use of
artificial means of birth control have
arrived with a florish.

But dissent still exists. Some
theologians still puzzle as to how a
document which expressed a revolu-
tionary theological understanding of
marriage and world population pro-
blems could simultaneously reaffirm
the Church's traditional position of
opposition to artificial means of birth
control.

They also question the fact that
Pope Paul VI appointed a commis-
sion to study contraception and then
rejected the recommendations of the

Continued on page 9

Braking bread—actually cake—together was part of a
Mass and celebration at the Pastoral Center here last
week. The Mass was celebrated on the feast day of

1 Blessed Kateri Tekakwitha, recently beatified American
Indian. After Mass, Bishop John Nevins presented a crib

and layette set to Winnifred Tiger, of the Seminole Tribe
of Florida, Lisa Jimmie, sister of the newborn receiving
the gift, Mary Tiger and Annie Jimmie. (voic* photo by Ana-
Rodrigimz-Soto).

'May we do our share in undoing all past injust
inflicted upon your ancestors.'

ices

•Local Indians honored by Mass
By Ana Rodriguez-Soto

Voice News Editor
The Indians barely knew of Kateri

Tekakwitha, and most of them were
Baptists. The white men had difficulty
pronouncing her name.

But these details hardly mattered
July 14, when almost a dozen
Seminoles from Hollywood joined
Catholics in Miami to celebrate the
feast day of the first American Indian
to be beatified.

With a concelebrated liturgy at St.
Martha Church and a shower of baby
gifts for a newborn Seminole, the
Archdiocese of Miami began what
Auxiliary Bishop Agustin Roman
hoped would become a closer
relationship with South Florida's truly
native Americans.

"The Church wants to open its arms
to them," he said, "to let them know
that Indians have a long Catholic

tradition and that the Catholic Church
continues to open its arms to them."

That theme was echoed by Auxiliary
Bishop John Nevins during his homily
at the Mass, attended by the colorfully
clad Seminoles as well as lay employees
of the Pastoral Center.

"The Church... was never hesitant
to be part of the life of the American
Indians," Bishop Nevins said, recalling
particularly the history of the Church
and Indians in Florida since the 1500s.
Today, the Church is prepared to use
"whatever talents and gifts we have to

assist them... May we do our share in
undoing all past injustices inflided
upon your ancestors."

The celebration followed publication
of a pastoral letter to South Florida's
Indians by Archbishop Edward A.
McCarthy. (See The Voice, July 15.)

The letter detailed the Catholic

Church's ministry to the Indians in
Florida, beginning in St. Augustine in
the 16th century and continuing despite
wars, shortages of missionaries and
inclemencies of nature into the 19th
century. It invited The Seminoles to
"join our Catholic family."

Both Bishop Nevins in his homily
and Archbishop McCarthy in the letter
recalled that many Florida Indians had
suffered martyrdom for their Catholic
faith.

But the Catholic tradition was lost
after 1872, when a letter from thre first
bishop of St. Augustine, Bishop
Augustin Verot, to the Seminoles of
Florida, never reached Chief
Taskanooga. Bishop Verot had offered
to send mission? ies to the Indians, to
teach them "1 n o read and v -he and
please the'Grea Spirit.'"

Most of the Seminoles today are
Baptists, according to Rev. Genus E.
Crenshaw, a Southern Baptist minister
who has worked with Indians for 32
years, mainly in Florida.

According to Bishop Roman, who
has visited the Seminole reservation
several times, only St. Bernadette
parish in Hollywood has a few families
of Indian Catholic parishioners. The
bishop said he hoped a ministry to the
Indian people might be established in
the future by the Archdiocese.

But the Seminoles do have a
Catholic layman working for them.

Ed Nagle, Chief Inspector for the
tribe, is a Knight of Columbus who
seemed thrilled by the Archdiocese's
efforts to reach out to the Indians.

Continued on 13



First lay
chancellor
named

NEWARK, N.J. (NC)—Archbishop
Peter L. Gerety of Newark has named
Joseph C. • Nehila archdiocesan
chancellor for administration. He is
the first layman to hold the office.

As chancellor for administration,
Nehila will serve as the chief financial
officer of the archdiocese. He replaces
Msgr. John J. Petillo, who has been
named chancellor of Seton Hall
University and the Darlington
Seminary of the Immaculate Concep-
tion.

Archbishop Gerety also named
Msgr. Franklyn M. Casale vicar
general-chancellor of the archdiocese
in response to the new code of canon
law. The code, which takes effect Nov.
27, specifies a vicar general be ap-
pointed as moderator of the ar-
chdiocesan offices, responsible for the
activities of the archbishop's ad-
ministration.

NEHILA, a certified public accoun-
tant, joined the archdiocese in 1979 as
director of finance and business ad-
ministration. He was appointed assis-
tant chancellor in 1981.

He will be responsible for the
management of archdiocesan finance,
data processing, insurance, banking
and investments, corporate planning,
personnel and plant services.

f

*•>•*

IRISH VISITOR—The Thomas McGuire family of Orland Park, III., greets 12-year-old Elaine Reid, right, one of 160
children from Northern Ireland who are spending part of the summer with U.S. families, (NC ohoto from UPH.

Americans barred from China church Chicago archbishop bars altar girls

NEW YORK (RNS)—An ecumenical group of American church people
visiting China was unexpectedly denied permission to visit a local church for
Sunday worship, apparently because of unruly behavior by an earlier group of
Western evangelists. Nevertheless, the visitors, on a tour sponsored by the
National Council of Churches, reported that there has been a growing
religious interest in China and that one Chinese bishop reported churches are
opening faster than can be recorded. The NCC group of 22 Americans from 14
states was denied permission by local authorities to visit Holy Zion Church in
the southeastern Chinese city of Kunming. One of the three pastors at Holy
Zion told Jean Woo, a leader of the group, that 15 Canadians had arrived a
week earlier at the Kunming church without advance notice and distributed
Gospel tracts brought in from Hong Kong. This disturbed security officials,
the pastor said.

Brethren endorse 'sanctuary'

BALTIMORE (RNS)—The Church of the Brethren has endorsed the
granting of "sanctuary" to illegal aliens at its national convention in
Baltimore. Even though harboring aliens who entered the country illegally
violates U.S. immigration laws, it was endorsed by most of the 1,000 Brethren
who voted on it. "We are a law-abiding people," said Ralph Watkins, a
church official. "Our decision to break the law should be made only as a last
resort." The Church of the Brethren now joins a growing list of U.S. churches
which sanction the illegal sheltering of refugees.

'9.5' Theses for peace posted

BERLIN (RNS)—In 1517, Martin Luther posted his 95 Theses against the
abuses of the Roman Catholic Church on the door of the Wittenberg Castle
Church. Now, more than 465 years later, 21 people from five nations posted
their "9.5 Theses for Peace" to the same church door in West Germany. "We
pledge ourselves to oppose all weapons of mass destruction by any means
compatible with the gospel and to oppose further escalation of the nuclear
arms race through the deployment of the Cruise and Pershing II missiles in
Europe." The group also pledged to "refuse to hate the one called 'enemy.' "
The group left its last thesis unfinished, thus the half-thesis, which read,
"Peace is more than the absence of war, it is the presence of justice. As long as
there is injustice in the world, the work of peace is incomplete..."

CHICAGO (RNS)—Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago has refused to
authorize the use of altar girls at liturgical services in his archdiocese. The
Roman Catholic leader cited Vatican directives as excluding use of females as
servers at Mass in a letter to his priests clarifying questions they had raised
about liturgical customs. He asked that the practice be halted in parishes that
have adopted it. Although no figures were released on how widespread the
practice is in Chicago, a trend has developed to allow altar girls to be servers in
Catholic churches in the U.S.

Gallup: Evangelicals favor freeze
WASHINGTON (RNS)—More than three quarters of evangelicals

expressing an opinion oh the arms race favor an immediate, verifiable nuclear
arms freeze, a Gallup Poll says. The poll, sponsored by the National
Association of Evangelicals, reports that 77 percent want such a freeze on the
testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons. The NAE also
reported that 85 percent of those with an opinion "believe that it is not
inconsistent with their biblical faith to support the possession of nuclear
weapons for defensive purposes only." Last March, President Reagan was
given a warm response at the evangelicals' convention when he attacked clergy
who support the freeze and called the Soviet Union the "focus of evil" in the
modern world.

Biblical reading guide promoted
WASHINGTON (RNS)—The National Year of the Bible Committee has

published what it termed an "historic" scripture reading guide for use by
Catholics and Protestants, and plans a version for Jews. The committee,
formed after President Reagan proclaimed 1983 as year of the Bible last:

February, printed an initial 3 million guides to a month of daily devotions
from the Old and New Testaments. Its content overlaps with a Jewish Bible
guide to be published shortly. William Bright, the committee's chairman and
president of the Campus Crusade for Christ, says he believes this is the first
time that Protestant, Catholic and Jewish leaders have joined to shape a
scriptural devotional guide. "There was no compromise of what any of us
believe," he said. "The one aim is to get Americans reading and obeying the
Bible."
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GALLUP POLL FINDS

Catholics OK married priesthood
PRINCETON, N.J. (NC)—American Catholics favor permitting priests to

marry and continue functioning as priests, according to a Gallup Poll released
July 25.

The survey, which was conducted between April 15 and May 16, showed
that 58 percent of U.S. Catholics said they favored married priests, while 33
percent were opposed to them and 9 percent did not offer an opinion.

The strongest support for a married priesthood, a Gallup statement said,
was found among groups from which vocations to the priesthood have come in
the past,, younger survey respondents between the ages of 18 and 29, college
graduates and single persons.

More women (62 percent) than men (54 percent) favored married priests, the
statement added.

Those interviewed were asked, "Would you favor or oppose allowing
Catholic priests to marry and continue to function as priests?"

U.S. bases
make sex
industry

Religious News Service
OLONGAPO, Philippines

(RNS)—Now the site of a large U.S.
naval base, this former fishing village
has become a fastmoving city of
220,000 people known for its pro-
stitutes, bars, nightclubs, disco houses
and massage parlors.

Olongapo owes its population boom
to the nearby U.S. Naval Base at Subic
Bay, one of two huge military installa-
tions the United States maintains in the
Philippines. In 1945, Olongapo was a
quiet village of 2,000 people.

When an aircraft carrier is in port,
some 5,000 to 10,000 sailors hit the
streets here in search of "R and R"
(rest and recreation) at some 300 enter-
tainment spots where an estimated
15,000 prostitutes work. Most of the
women come from the poorest pro-
vinces in the Philippines and many tell
of being lured to the city by recruiters
promising jobs as waitresses and
housekeepers.

But when the women arrive, they
Jiscover they were recruited to work as
:>ar hostesses or dancers and that sell-
ng their bodies to the American clients
is part of the job. The women at that
point have few options left because
they owe transportation debts to the
recruiters and families back home need
their financial support.

Church-based programs ad-
dress these problems, but the real cure,
say many Filipinos, is to dismantle
Subic and other American military in-
stallations entirely. As one high-
ranking U.S. official admitted, the
Olongapo sex industry is basically a
matter of supply and demand.

The survey was sponsored by the Corps of Reserve Priest United for Service,
a national organization representing married priests who are willing to return
to the active ministry, and the National Federation of Priests' Councils.

The findings were based on in-person interviews with 1,326 Catholic adults
18 and older. The interviews were conducted in more than 300 scientifically
selected localities across the nation, the statement said.

At least a 2rto-l ratio in favor of married priests was also found among
women, people between 30 and 49, high school graduates, those from upper-
income homes, persons living in households in which the chief wage earner was
employed in business, the professions or blue-collar jobs.

"For results based on a sample of this size, one can say with 95 percent con-
fidence that the error attributable to sampling and other random effects could
be three percentage points in either direction," the statement said.

MODEL STUDENTS. This medal created by University of
Miami architectural students Ralph Rodriguez (left) and
Robert Behar as part of their third year architectural
studies could someday become a real, church In Delray
Beach. Twenty-four students are participating in the
cooperative venture with the archdiocese, submitting 3

plans for several new churches to be built soon in South
Florida. A final presentation will be made in August
before the pastors of the respective churches, says
professor Jose Gelabert, where it will be determined if
there is any interest in turning the student's ideas into a
reality. (Voic* photo by Prant Browning).

Poland getting less free
WARSAW, Poland (NC)—The

Polish government July 26 announced
plans to move ahead with a series of
laws to further restrict demonstrations
and dissidence and tighten censorship
controls.

OFFICIAL
The Committee on Popular Piety of

the Archdiocese of Miami has no
official information from the Catholic
Conference of Nicaraguan Bishops
regarding the devotion to the Blessed
Virgin Mary under the title of
"Cuapa." Therefore, it is not in a
position to. offer any information with
respect to such devotion.

"We wish toxremind our Catholic
faithful, however, that in accordance
with the document Marialis Cultus

issued by Pope Paul VI on February 2,
1974, our devotion to Mary, the
Mother of Jesus, under any title,
should have these three fundamental
characteristics: it should be
'Trinitarian, Christological and
Ecclesial,' and that the veneration of
the Blessed Virgin Mary must follow
the 'biblical, ' ecumenical and
anthropological guidelines' which the
Catholic Church specifies in said
document."

The government's move, scheduled
to be presented to the Polish parlia-
ment for approval July 28, in effect
would extend powers temporarily relin-
quished when the government lifted
marial law July 22.

Cardinal Jozef Glemp, leader of the
Catholic Church in Poland, had op-
posed the restrictions and won a tem-
porary delay in parliamentary action
on them, but the government refused
to scrap the legislation.

Included in the package are further
restrictions to:

©Set maximum prison sentences of at
least two years for inciting an illegal
protest or strike.

©Extend government censorship over
scientific and academic papers,

bibliographies, book exhibitions,
photo displays and trade journals and
forbid "texts that consist of an of-
fense."

GProvide prison terms, apparently
for up to at least three years, for
disseminating "false information"
broadcast by foreign radio networks.

OPrevent Poles from "transmitting
false information to foreign centers
against the interests of the Polish Peo-
ple's Republic."

©Forbid participation "in an
organization that had been dissolved or
whose application for registration was
refused" and set prison sentences for
up to three years for belonging to an il-
legal organization.
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CARTOON DENOUNCED—A cartoon published July 5 on the editorial page
of USA Today has been denounced by the Catholic League for Religious and
Civil Rights as "defamatory" and "viciously anti-Catholic." The cartoon was
part of a full page of commentary on the recent Supreme Court decision on
tuition tax deductions. The newspaper said the cartoon was
misinterpreted and that the artist drew a figure with a coat lighter than the
vest so as to avoid tying the decision to "any single church." (NC photo courtesy
USAToday).

Peace summit
in Assisi?

Franciscans urge Andropov,
Reagan to meet 'as brothers'

ASSISI, Italy (NC)—The Franciscan
Conventuals have urged the presidents
of the United States and the Soviet
Union to meet in Assisi "as brothers
working for peace and disarmament."

In an English-language letter they
urged Ronald Reagan and Yuri
Andropov to provide an "example of
the brotherhood which must unite all
men on our small planet."

The letter, dated July 17, was sent to
both leaders and made public July 25
at the close of the Franciscan
Conventuals' general chapter in Assisi.

ASSISSI is the birthplace of the
founder of the Franciscans, St. Francis
of Assisi.

"Moved by the example of the poor
man of Assisi who, in his love,
considered all creatures brothers and
sisters, we encourage you, heads of
state of two great nations, to continue
your work for peace," the message
said.

"We invite you in addition to meet
here in Assisi as brothers working for
peace and disarmament, giving an

example of the brotherhood which
must unite all men on our small
planet," it added.

The message was approved by a
majority of the 102 Franciscan
Conventuals from 45 nations
participating in the general chapter.

STRONG support for the message
came from the 23 U.S. delegates to the
meeting, Franciscan sources said.

The letters to Reagan and Andropov
were sent by air mail instead of
through diplomatic channels.

"We chose simple and ordinary
routes, rejecting the privileged
channels, sure that St. Francis would
have done the same," said Father
Vincenzo Coli, an Italian Franciscan
Conventual.

"We wrote these letters in a spirit of
great humility and profound idealism
in perfect respect for the tradition of
St. Francis and his universal peace,"
he added. "The message must not be
seen as our message, but that of
Francis."

Catholics will light candles for peace
SCRANTONj Pa.

(NC)—Thousands of Catholics across
the United States will light candles and
pray for world peace Aug. 15 as part of
the annual Million Candles
Observance, sponsored by Catholic
Golden Age.

Catholic Golden Age, founded in

Participants will recite the Special Prayer for
World Peace to Mary, Immaculate Queen of
Peace.

1975, is a non-profit association for
Catholics 50 and older. Its national
headquarters are in Scranton.

The observance will have its focal

point at the Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception in Washington, where
more than 2,000 people are expected to
attend a Mass celebrated by

Archbishop Pio Laghi, apostolic
delegate in the United States.

Participants nationwide will recite
the Special Prayer for World Peace to
Mary, Immaculate Queen of Peace.
The name of each participant will be
included in Catholic Golden Age's
petition for the apostolic blessing of
Pope John Paul II.

• Emergency
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Dare we abort T. T.'?
Abortion mentality
can turn life-affirming
children's tales into
horror stories

By James Breig

"...And Gepetto brought little
Pinocchio back to his shop where
the two fell fast asleep, weary from
their adventures. Then, a magic
light appeared in the room,
awakening the wooden boy from his

'All the great and lasting stories of
humanity are life-affirming. Pinocchio
turns into a real boy and... everyone
lives happily ever after... Abortion
does the opposite. And if it is becom-
ing the American way, then I guess
we will have to change our stories.'

COMMENTARY
slumber. It was his fairy godmother.
With a wave of her magic wand, the
puppet exploded into a million
fragments and Pinocchio was
deader than an old two-by-four.
Gepetto awoke and wept for the
remainder of his days on earth..."

If that's not the way you
remember the story of Pinocchio
ending, you might have to start
remembering it that way. I sense
that a lot of our most cherished
stories are going to have to change;
either that, or the prevailing mood
in society will have to change.

I am referring to two significant
events in June. First, the Supreme
Court, in its lack of wisdom,
declared once again that abortion is
a swell thing, thus giving more
judicial approval to the deaths of
about 1.5 million unborn children
per year in this nation.

Next, the U.S. Senate voted down
a pro-life amendment with
proponents of abortion saying that
the pro-life movement was now
shattered.

I DOUBT that. Pro-lifers have
survived a lot. A vote doesn't mean
much when you can weather all
those tiny deaths for the ten years
since the first Supreme Court

decision okaying child abuse.
Pro-lifers will be back, but they

are bucking a difficult trend.
Abortion is becoming entrenched in
our society at all levels.

How many people ever think that
1.5 million people die a year in this
nation and die needlessly? If it
happened somewhere else to people
slightly older, the world would go
wild until the crime was redressed.

But because the unborn child is
silent when he or she goes, we don't
pay much attention. If I have
trouble living with my wife or my
neighbor, no one suggests that I
have them assassinated. But if a
woman says that carrying a baby
causes her some difficulty—mental,
financial, social—then people
advise her to put out a contract on
him or her.

It's backwards, upside-down and
against every civilized trend, but it
goes on and on. And that's why I
wonder how long it will be before
abortion invades our literature.

ALL THE GREAT and lasting
stories of humanity are life-
affirming. Pinocchio turns into a
real boy and, in every fairy tale,
everyone lives happily ever after.
Such stories, fables, tales and
legends were created to lift our
spirits, to help us love, to give us
hope.

Abortion does the opposite. And
if it is becoming the American way,
then I guess we will have to change
our stories.

Take "E.T." Whether its creators
knew it or not, they were inventing
one of the greatest pro-life stories of
all time. E.T. himself was a sort of
unborn child: hairless, wide-eyed,
innocent. They wanted to "abort"
E.T., but the children saved him in
the end.

Maybe the new ending of the film
will have the scientists dissecting the
alien and throwing chunks of him
into a garbage pail.

Then there's Dr. Seuss' "Horton
Hears A Who," which tells of an
elephant (Horton) that discovers a
tiny civilization (the Whos) living on
a small plant. Only he hears the
shots of the tiny folks, who are
doomed to destruction by those who
want to clear the forest. Horton
saves the Whos despite all those who
say there is no saveable life there.

THEY SAY that about unborn
children, too, so the new conclusion
will have Horton ignoring the cries
as mowers wipe out the civilization.
Horton will probably say, "I am
personally opposed to this, but who
am I to impose my morality on
others?"

As for "Dumbo," you can forget
about his apotheosis as the world's

only flying elephant and nevermind
the ugly duckling's emergence as a
beautiful swan. Such tales of
seemingly worthless beings
becoming heroes and stars will be
passe. In the future, Dumbo will be

- sold for horse meat and the ugly
duckling will be served as a
Christmas dinner.

If these new finales sound crazy,
it's because abortion is crazy. It's
also subversive; it's eating away at
the hearts of many people, a hidden
gnawing which says, "Something's
wrong."

A DECADE of abortion has
created a population at war with its
young. The mothers who have been
convinced to kill their babies are
discovering they have been duped;
the medical profession has sold its
soul for a Mercedes to park beside
the Rolls; lawmakers have twisted
logic out of shape to argue that
death is a good solution.

Meanwhile, science keeps
discovering and reminding us of the
life and humanity of the unborn,
and our earliest-remembered stories
keep telling us to chdose life.

That sets up a war inside many
people and something will have to
give sooner or later. I hope it's not
our stories.

James Breig is a nationally syndicated
columnist who appears regularly in the
Entertainment section of The Voice.

Father Bruce Ritter

BRIGHT. BRITTLE LAUGHTER
She came to us a year

ago last April—she came,
like many of our kids, at
night because she was on
the street and hungry.
When we went to where she

' was, Grace was sitting in a
corner, suspicious and fearful. She remained silent when I
asked her the couple of questions we always ask: How old
are you? Where are you from? Do you need a place to stay?
\re you hungry? She nodded yes.

She let herself be led, reluctantly, upstairs to her new
room—we gave her a shower, some clean clothes, and
last, but not least, a warm meal.

She stayed a month, and to the delight of all of us, seem-
ed to like it here. Grace grew with adolescent leaps and
bounds: the start of a job, a high school equivalency
program, the beginning of some love-giving and getting.
She also fell back periodically: into her sadness, lying
about where she got her money, her habit of bright, brittle
laughter, wanting to go back to Joey who beat her up all
the time. There were many confrontations, meetings, and
conferences about Grace during that spring. What did she
really want? What was the best thing for her? What should
she do next?

One afternoon, I walked into the lounge and saw Grace
lying rigidly on the couch cuddling her teddy bear. She said
that she was leaving because ho one cared about her ex-
cept her teddy bear. She said these things smiling her ever-
present, glass-hard smile, and when I grinned back at her
(thinking she was into her usual playful pouting), Grace

Father Bruce Ritter, OFM Conv., is the founder and President of
Covenant House/UNDER 21, which operates crisis centers for
homeless and runaway youth.

started to cry, and screamed: "Stop making fun of me. This
is the only thing I care about. You don't care. Leave me
alone. I'm leaving." She didn't. She stayed for another two
weeks before, filled with a bitterness she could not under-
stand and spewing curses, she walked out.

"She came at night because she was on the
street—and hungry" _ _

I see Grace from time to time. The most recent was last
week on the street with a friend. She told me of her guy and
the Fifth Avenue apartment where she was living; of
another boyfriend with a motorcycle whom she was on her
way to visit now. He's the one who wouldn't come to see
her a few months back when she committed herself to a
psychiatric hospital for depression. (It's better than over-
dosing, she said, like when I was 14 in New Jersey). She
seemed to want me to approve, knowing I wouldn't, yet
wanting something—maybe the same things we gave her
a year ago, whatever they were. And then her bright empty
smile and the winking out of a little more hope in a face
now older and just a little bit harder.

"We wanted her to change. She wouldn't,
couldn t Maybe just..."

I thought of Grace when writing this because she came to
us for free, was able to stay because of the personal and
financial sacrifices that others, like yourself, make. She
left, to be free, when it started to cost her too much: we
wanted her to change. She wouldn't, couldn't maybe.
Maybe just didn't want to.

Growing up is the hardest thing any of us ever does. For
the Graces of this world it's desperately hard. Judging
from a merely human viewpoint, I guessGrace is not going
to make it. I guess that's why the Lord said "Judge not." I'm
overwhelmingly and relievedly glad to let Him do the judg-
ing.

Pray for Grace and all of our other kids. Pray for us. Help
us if you can.

Here's my contribution to continue offering kids like
Grace the chance to grow up. I've enclosed: $

please print:

NAME:_

ADDRESS:

CITY:

ZIP:

_STATE:

AI
(MME)

Please send this coupon with your donation to:

COVENANT HOUSE
Father Bruce Ritter
P.O. Box 2121
Times Square Station
New York, NY 10108

Because the street is NO PLACE FOR A CHILD
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Communion controversy
Vatican questions U.S. bishops' authority to allow
Communion under both species

By Jerry Filteau

WASHINGTON (NQ—A Vatican
agency has unofficially expressed op-
position to the practice of Catholics
receiving Communion under the
forms of bread and wine in United
States parishes on Sundays.

For three years now, the U.S.
bishops have been trying quietly to
dispel the Vatican concern and
resolve the issue, but their efforts so
far have failed.

The Vatican's Congregation for
Sacraments and Divine Worship has .
said unofficially that the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops acted
improperly in 1978 when it authorized
U.S. bishops to allow distribution of
Communion under both kinds at cer-
tain parish Masses on Sundays and
andJioly days.
' When it learned of the Vatican op-
position in i980, the NCCB replied
that it had acted strictly within its
rights and in accord with the law.

Vatican approval?
Father Ronald Krisman, associated

director of the U.S. Bishops' Com-
mittee on the Liturgy, said the central
issue raised by the congregation is
whether a bishops' conference had
the authority, under existing rules, to
authorize bishops within the con-
ference to use their own discretion in
giving permission for the practice of
receiving Communion under both
kinds at Masses on Sundays and holy
days.

The Vatican congregation, he said,
has said that such authorization re-
quires approval from the Holy See,
although the published rules make no
mention of such a requirement.

In November 1970, folloing a
Vatican instruction issued on June 29
of that year, the NCCB adopted five
extensions of permission for reception
of Communion under both kinds
beyond the 14 listed by the Vatican.

Among these were permission for
the practice at funeral Masses and at
weekday Masses in general. The
bishops also extended the permission
to receive Communion under both
kinds io all participants at any Mass
on the Vatican list — in several of the
cases listed, the Vatican rules
specified only certain participants to
whom the practice was allowed.

"There was no question at all with
the 1970 decision (by the NCCB),"
said Father Krisman. "It was not sent
to the Holy See for confirmation...
Rome certainly was made aware of

The Vatican qumtioiMd th * authority of tha U.S. bishops to allow Sunday
Communion under the forms of bread and wine after complaints by some
Catholics upset at the practice. (Voic* photo).

the decision, but it did not say, 'Hey,
you have to send the vote over for
confirmation.'"

Adopted in 78
In 1970 the bishops also voted on

extending permission for Masses on
Sundays and holy days, but they
voted it down. That extension was
brought to a vote again in November
1978, and this time the bishops ap-
proved it. As with the 1970 exten-
sions, "again they did not send it
over (to Rome) for confirmation,"
Father Krisman said.

He said that the "first hint" the
NCCB received of Vatican disap-
proval of the 1978 action came in
February 1980, when "in informal
communications the Holy See ex-
pressed the view that confirmation on
this vote was required."

Father Krisman declined to make
copies of the private correspondence
available. But he responded to an in-
quiry about the origin of the Holy

See's concern, by saying that some
Catholics upset at the practice had
written directly to the Vatican con-
gregation and had received private
replies.

The Holy See received complaints
about irreverence occurring because
of the practice, and it was only then
that it raised the question of the
authority of the bishops' conference
to have introduced the practice
without Vatican confirmation, he
said.

Irreverence
Father Krisman did not address the

issue of whether there have been in-
stances in which distribution of Com-
munion under both kinds in the
United States has been an occasion of
irreverence in the celebration of the

.Eucharist. If such instances occur, he
said, they should be brought to the
attention of the local bishop, who is
responsible for preventing liturgical
abuses within his diocese.

Now practical
Father Krisman pointed out that

between 1970, when the bishops re-
jected Communion under both kinds
for Sundays and holy days, and 1978,
wheri they approved it, conditions
had changed considerably.

In 1970, he said, priests were still
the usual ministers of Communion in
most parishes, and distribution under
both kinds on Sundays would have
been impractical in most places.

but in the 1970s the extensive use
of lay extraordinary ministers of
Communion became common
throughout the country. In 1972, in
addition, the Holy See revived the
permanent diaconate and introduced
the lay ministry of acolyte.

The result was that by 1978 the size
of the congregation had become a far
less significant factor in determining
whether Communion under both
kinds was feasible on Sundays.

Noting that distributing Commu-
nion under both kinds usually in-
volves three eucharistic ministers at
each Communion station—one
distributing hosts and two with
chalices—Father Krisman com-
mented: "If you have 24 ministers of
the Eucharist with 1,000 people in the
congregation, you still have only
about 120 (communicants) per sta-
tion."

No disobedience
Father Krisman said the U.S.

bishops are convinced that they acted
within their authority in 1978 and are
in compliance with church law. "I
can assure you that if the Holy See
does change the law, our American
bishops will comply with that decision
in the spirit of obedience," he said.

He said the bishops wish that the
Vatican would resolve the issue
because some conservative Catholics
are trying to use "this difference of
interpretation" to portray the
American bishops as "disobedient
and defiant" towards church law and
the Holy See.

"That is not the case. It is not a
question of obedience," he said.

CATHOLIC CEMETERIES
(AND MAUSOLEUMS)

IN DADE COUNTY
"Our Lady Of Mercy" (592-0521)

IN BROWARD QOUNTY
"Queen Of Heaven" (972-1234)

LA PI ETA IN PALM BEACH COUNTY
"Queen Of Peace" (793-0711)

Among the many ministries of the Archdiocese of Miami is the
maintenance of a consecrated enclosure set aside especially as a Catholic
Cemetery.

What greater consideration could a good Catholic have than the. certain
knowledge that he will be buried in consecrated grounds under the loving
care and age-old ritual of Holy Mother Church. It is the ardent desire of our
Archibishop, Most Reverend Edward A. McCarthy, that all Gatholic families
<be informed of their right to participate in this loving service. To that end,
new programs are available by wtrtch you may reserve on-time spaces of our
grounds, Crypts in our Mausoleum or in our Monument section at the ttoree
cemeteries of the Archdiocese of Miami.

- For complete information send this coupon to:
CATHOLIC CEMETERIES,>O- BOX 520128, MIAMI, FL. 33152

NAME.

ADDRESS

PHONE_

C I T Y _

Our family continues to be actively concerned about the affairs of our Arch-
diocese and deeply involved in the Catholic community.

We understand suffering connected with the loss of someone you love.
Perhaps more than ever, we are as personally concerned as you when we lose a
member of our community.

It should ease your grief substantially to know that you will continue to be
served with well established professional abilities by my Funeral Director and
very capable staff.

I now own and manage our business and assure you that the trustworthi-
ness and high quality of service traditionally rendered to families by my hus-
band, Alexander, will be maintained by me, my Funeral Director and staff.

Patricia M. Kolski, Pres.

BESS - K O L S K I - COMBS
Funeral Home INC.

10936 N.E. 6 Avenue, Miami Shores • 757-0362
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Clergy: Respect ex-cult members
NEW YORK (RNS)—Three

clergymen who counsel former cult
members urged religious leaders in a
conference here not to patronize
former cult members, saying respect
for the experience is one of the keys to
successful return to society.

"We must examine the person
carefully or else we become potential
butchers," said the Rev. Roger Daly, a
United Church of Christ minister and
one of the heads of the American
Family Foundation. Daly and other
members of the clergy spoke at a first
seminar sponsored by the Interfaith
Coalition on Cults, an organization
with members from the Protestant,
Jewish and Roman Catholic
communities.

He warned against patronizing the
ex-cult member and refusing to
understand his reason for joining a
cult. That same attitude, he said, must
be extended toward the cult member's
family. "The family is the most
important instrument of a child who's
involved in a destructive cult," he said.

RABBI Yehuda Fine, head of
Choices for the Jewish Family, said the
first question an ex-cult member
usually asks a religious counselor is
'Who are you to speak to me about my
special relationship with God?'"

He emphasized that cult members
are capable of thinking rationally. The
difference, however, between them and

CLERGY
APPAREL
& Supply, Inc.

7 South Andrews Avenue
Downtown Fort Lauderdale

764-6645
LARGE SELECTION
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IN ALL COLORS

starting at $49.95
Open 9:00 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

HARRIS

IMPERIAL
HOUSE

A1A at Atlantic Blvd. Pompano,Beach

FLEAS?
CALL

ALLEN
PEST CONTROL, inc.

Ask About Discount

PHONE: 940-0400

1875 N.E. 149 Street
Miami, Florida 33181

other members of society is that they
have difficulties in making value
judgments. For example, he recalled
treating a woman who had been a
member of the Unification Church for
six years. The woman, who was born

question she couldn't answer was
whether the Unification Church leader,
the Rev. Sun Myung Moon, had given
her that feeling of being close to God.

Rabbi Fine said he told the woman
that Jews in the Auschwitz death camp

York Archdiocese warned clergy
members to choose their words
carefully in talking to those who have
just left cults. He said the ex-member
has air ea.dy had three traumatic
religious experiences: leaving the

7-II' Pornography cited
TUPELO, MISS.—The National Federation for

Decency has named The Southland Corporation as
**Pornographw Of The Month." Southland is the parent
company of the 7-11 Convenience Stores. The award is
given to companies which advertise in or distribute
pornographic publications such as Hustler, Penthouse,
Playboy, etc.

According to United Methodist minister Donald E.

Wildmon, executive director of the NFD, 7-lfl sells more
pornographic magazines than any other retailer In
America.

"As 1 have traveled across the country I did not find a
single 7-11 store selling any anti-semitic or anti-black
magazines, yet 7-11 makes millions each month selling
anti-Christian literature/' Wildmon said.

Jewish, had served the church in a
mobile unit fund-raising team. The
work was so strenuous that she
collapsed.

Although she left the church, Rabbi
Fine said, the woman had questions
she couldn't answer. She recalled lying
in the hospital feeling she was going to
die from exhaustion from working for
the church and at the same time,
feeling "so close to God." The

reported the same feeling as they
waited to be killed by the Nazis. "But
they didn't want to kiss Hitler on the
face," he added.

IN THE counseling process of ex-
cult members, who are still vulnerable
to re-entering their former groups, he
said the family must become involved.
"I'm not interested in clients who say,
'Do something for him,"' he said.

Father James LeBarre of the New

religion of birth, entering the cult and
leaving the cult.
Father LeBarre stressed that
counselors must seek to instill in their
clients a freedom of choice that was
missing when they belonged to cults.

"You can't come on too heavy with
your own beliefs or even with your own
denominational beliefs," he said.
That means freedom to choose to
return to the cult after their treatment.

Yield up to potential with Vapam.
M * j k . SOIL FUMIGANT

Nematodes, soil-borne diseases and
weeds. They stand in the way of the
high-quality vegetable crops you should
be getting. Infested soil robs seedlings
of vitality—and you of yields.

But not if you clean up your soil before
planting your vegetables and other crops
with Vapam soil fumigant. Only Vapam
can be used on all crops before planting.
It clears fields of most soil problems,
including:
• Root knot and other nematodes
•Soil-borne diseases (including verticil-

lium and fusarium wilts and rhizoctonia)
• Many weeds and germinating weed seeds. .

Flexible—and economical, too.
Vapam fits a wide range of tillage sys-

tems and cropping methods. You can use
Vapam under plastic, in open fields or in
plant beds. It works well even when soil
moisture is extremely high. And it's more
economical than other soil fumigants.

This year, give your high-value crops
the chance to live up to their potential.

See your Stauffer supplier now for
Vapam soil fumigant. And follow label
directions.

Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricul-
tural Chemical Division, 2009 Orient
Road, Tampa, Florida 33619.

Stauffer VapanrCleans your soil
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Obedience, abortion
key issues in Mansour
case—Bishop

NC News Service
The overriding issues in the case of

Agnes Mary Mansour, former member
of the Sisters of Mercy of the Union,
were abortion and church discipline,
according to Auxiliary Bishop
Anthony J. Bevilacqua of Brooklyn,
N.Y., who was appointed by the
Vatican as its delegate in resolving the
dispute.

Bishop Bevilacqua sent material,
including a chronology of events in the
Mansour case, to his fellow U.S.
bishops July 7. A synopsis of the
documents appeared in The Catholic
Standard and Times, Philadelphia
archdiocesan newspaper, July 21. The
material later was provided to NC

wrote. "While Sister Agnes Mary
Mansour stated that she was against
abortion, she refused to make a public
statement opposing public funding for
abortion and, in fact, supported such
funding. As a result of her position on
public funding for abortion and
because of the scandal and confusion
that her position caused, Archbishop
Szoka on Feb. 23, 1983, withdrew his
approval of her appointment as
director of social services in the state of
Michigan and called for her resignation
from that office."

"The second major issue is a
disciplinary one, that of
disobedience," Bishop ^Bevilacqua
continued. "After Archbishop Szoka

'Justice, the re-
quirements of fair and
canonical process and
the protection of rights
were scrupulously at-
tended to.'

Bishop Anthony J.
Bevilacqua

News.
Mansour, director of the Michigan

Department of Social Services, was
given a final choice May 9 by Bishop
Bevilacqua, acting on behalf of the
Vatican, that she either resign her job
with the department, which
administers abortion funding, or face
dismissal from her religious
community. Mansour instead chose
dispensation from her religious vows
and thus retained her state government
post.

Her decision capped a several-
month-long disagreement involving
herself, the Vatican, the Sisters of
Mercy of the Union, and Archbishop
Edmund C. Szoka of Detroit, who
called for the nun's resignation from
the state office after she refused to
publicly oppose abortion funding.

'Scandal'
In one document included in the

material sent to the bishops, Bishop
Bevilacqua wrote that in the Mansour
case "there are two major issues."

"The basic and doctrinal issue is that
of abortion," Bishop Bevilacqua

withdrew his approval of her
appointment, Sister Agnes Mary
Mansour remained in public office
without the required canonical
permission of ecclesiastical authorities
and therefore was disobedient to
church law and discipline."

According to Bishop Bevilacqua's
material, in campaign position papers
she has used in 1982 while making an
unsuccessful bid for Congress, then-
Sister Mansour discussed the abortion
issue.

The bishop wrote, "In both versions
of her position paper she states that 'I
would support the use of federal funds
for abortion. This for me would be a
vote for the poor rather than a vote for
abortions.'"

Secrecy
The chronology indicates that both

Mansour and church authorities were
reluctant to have the developing details
of the dispute made public.

For example, a spokeswoman for
Sister Mansour said March 30 that the

'She did not think the
archbishop was willing
to discuss her carefully
developed position on
(abortion funding) but
wanted her to say as lit-
tle as possible or have
him dictate a statement
for her.'

Agn«s Mansour

nun had not heard "personally,
formally or directly" of any Vatican
desire for her resignation from the
state job.

But, according to information from
the chronology, Archbishop Pio
Laghi, apostolic delegate in the United
States, met with Sisters of Mercy
officials March 23 to communicate
"verbally and in writing the decision
and mind of the Holy See in regard to
Sister Agnes Mary Mansour" and gave
the order's superior a letter
"instructing her to require Sister Agnes
Mary Mansour to submit her
resignation."

According to the chronology, the
letter noted that "this decision is final
and is to be implemented without
delay."

However, on March 25, two days
after the chronology said the meeting
between Archbishop Laghi and the
Mercy nuns occurred and the letter was
exchanged, a staff member of the
apostolic delegation told NC News that
"we have no instruction from Rome."

Fairness questioned
In a separate document, Bishop

Bevilacqua addressed questions about
the fairness of the treatment accorded
Mansour by the Vatican, which he
represented.

The May 9 meeting "was placed in a
pastoral context to the extent that it
was possible and was conducted
entirely in a just, kind and
compassionate manner," he said.

In the case, " jus t i ce , the
requirements of fair and canonical
process and the protection of rights
were scrupulously attended to , "
Bishop Bevilacqua wrote.

The chronology also revealed that:
•Archbishop Szoka spoke to Sister

Mansour by telephone for about 90
minutes on Dec. 29, 1982. As he later
explained, he told the nun that it was
necessary for her to take a stand
against government funding of
abortions and that if she did not take
such a position she should not accept
the job.

• She said she did not think the
archbishop was willing to discuss her
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carefully developed position on the
issue but wanted her to say as a little as
possible or to have him dictate a
statement for her.

• The archbishop met with Sister
Mansour in person Feb. 14, and, he
said, she refused to come out with a
statement against abortion funding, so
he told her he would have to call for
her resignation from her job.

•The archbishop met with two
members of the Detroit provincial
council of the Mercy Sisters of the
Union Feb. 28 (after he had called for
Sister Mansour's resignation) and with
the five-member council March 4).

•The archbishop said that when he
met with the Mercy Sisters March 4
they told him they thought Sr.
Mansour's opposition to abortion had
been sufficiently delineated and she did
not need his approval to remain in
office if "a greater good" was
involved.

• On March 10, Archbishop Szoka
presented a report on the situation to
the Vatican through the office of
Archbishop Laghi, the apostolic
delegate. In the report he emphasized
"that Catholic people are confused
disturbed and dismayed by the
spectacle of a Catholic nun being in the
position of director of a department
which pays for abortions."

•The order's superior was given 10
days to respond in writing to the letter
given her March 23 by Archbishop
Laghi calling for her to require Sister
Mansour to resign.

• After two extensions of the 10-day
deadline, the superior on April 11
requested a formal reconsideration of
the Vatican's decision and Archbishop
Laghi subsequently sent the request on
to Rome, She had earlier broached the
matter and raised the possibility of a
compromise, but Archbishop Laghi
rejected such a possibility.

•Also on April 11, the superior told
Archbishop Laghi that the Sisters of
Mercy had approved Sister Mansour's
request "for a simple leave of absence
from the religious community."

• The Vatican Congregation for
Religious and Secular Institutes, at|
Pope John Paul II's direction, in a
letter dated April 16 appointed Bishop
Bevilacqua its delegate in the dispute.

•At the May 9 meeting, Bishop
Bevilacqua gave Sister Mansour a
communication from the Holy See
requiring that "in the name of the
Holy See and by virtue of her vow of
obedience to the holy father that she
immediately resign her position" or
Bishop Bevilacqua would "be
compelled to initiate the canonical
process... entailing dismissal from the
religious congregation of the Sisters of
Mercy and the loss of her canonical
status as a religious sister."

•Sister Mansour told Bishop
Bevilacqua she wished an immediate
dispensation from vows and—after
attempting to dissaude her or give her
more time to consider—he dispensed
her from her vows.
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'Humanae Vitae' called prophetic
Continued from page 1 • Imajority of the commission. They

acknowledged the sexual license and
abuses, such as sterilization, abortion,
and infidelity, which Pope Paul VI
predicted would occur in a contracep-
tive society, have occurred. But they
deny that one can blame society's ills
on contraception.

Contrary views
OSV found that theologians still

differ as to how the document must
be received. On one side were those
who cited passages forbidding "the "
direct interruption Of the generative
process already begun," as a com-
plete rejection of artificial means of
birth control.

On the other side, there were those
who saw the document as presenting
an ideal, similar to the ideal of a
world without war, one which admits
that people are far from the ideal and
should not be rejected because of
their human limitations.

To reinforce their position, they
cite statements from Humanae Vitae,
which advise. Christian couples who
do practice contraception not to lose
heart, and to have recourse to the
mercy of God and the strength which
comes from the sacraments.

The ranks of dissenters, however,
are thinning. Some who had opposed
the document in the late '60s now ex-
press a new appreciation of it.

Father Robert Brungs, S.J., direc-
tor of the Institute for Theological
Encounter with Science and
Technology at St. Louis University,
gained his appreciation of Humanae
Vitae when it was promulgated in
1968. "I was livid with rage. I pro-
bably had to read it at least 15 times
before I could see how important it
really was."

Today he views Humanae Vitae as
a theological agenda concerning what

'The media had prepared
people to expect a change,
said Fr. Brungs, so when the
church reiterated the tradi-
tional teaching that the mar-
riage act always has to be
open to the transmission of
life many people rejected it.'

Pops Paul VI

it means to have a body.
Feminist dimension

"The Church is saying what we do
in the body is what we're judged on
and that we do nothing as persons
without our bodies," said Father
Brungs. "The body is absolutely
necessary to our salvation. In our
glorification we will never be disem-
bodied."

Father Brungs also indicated that
Humanae Vitae has a feminist dimen-
sion.

"Pope Paul VI was urging recogni-
tion of the rights of women," said
Father Brungs, explaining that the
document opposes any attitude that
women are merely chattels belong to
their husbands or that problems
associated with fertility belong to the
woman alone.

Despite the theological significance
of the document, however, said
Father Brungs, most of what it had
to say was lost in light of its poor ac-
ceptance.

"The media had prepared people to
expect a change," said Father ^
Brungs, "so when the Church
reiterated the traditional teaching that
the marriage act always has to be

Open to the transmission of life,
many people rejected it."

But Father Brungs himself criticiz-
ed the document as a poorly
presented one.

"Its conclusion is better than its
argument," said Father Brungs,
noting that the document relies a lot
on the natural law and little on the
sacramental understanding of mar-
riage.

"It primarily is a statement of the
Church's own intuition and not a
moral decree pointing out that the
matrimony c ' two Catholics is a
sacramental sign of the union of
Christ and the world, with Christ as
bridegroom and the Church as bride,
and that nothing can come in the way
of that union."

In discussing Humanae Vitae,
Father Brungs also noted its in-
novative pastoral approach, an aspect
few have highlighted. The innovation
is that Pope Paul VI told those who
practice contraception to continue to
go to Church and to participate in the
sacraments.

"In the past," said Father Brungs,
"priests wondered about their right to
grant absolution to couples who con-
tinued to practice contraception."

r
A boost for natural methods

By James B. Burke
NC News Service

Married couples had a hard time finding out about ef-
fective natural ways of controlling birth when
"Humanae Vitae" was issued 15 years ago.

Today, however, natural family planning is readily
available in most of the United States.

"In the U.S. when the encyclical came out, what is
called natural family planning today wasn't existent,"
said Larry Kane, executive director of the recently-
defunct Human Life Foundation.

"The few sound (natural) methods at the time were
temperature-based (measuring change in woman's
temperature to verify ovulation). They were effective but
tougher for the couple to follow.

"To get a handbook on them was impossible," he
said. "Most instruction was done in doctor's offices."

In 1983, about 36 natural family planning books are
on the market and roughly 1,500 natural family planning
programs all sponsored by church, private and govern-
mental bodies around the country, Kane said.

In areas of heavy Catholic population, "a couple may
be no more than five miles from a natgural family plan-
ning program," he continued. "The latest (1976) govern-
ment figures show about 6 percent of U.S. couples are
using natural family planning."

INCREASED availability of natural family planning is
due in large part to "Humanae Vitae" and the U.S.
bishops' efforts to take its teaching seriously, said Kane.

In 1982, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops'
Committee for Pro-Life Activities instituted a three-year
Diocesan Development Program for Natural Family
Planning. Of the 181 U.S. dioceses, about 150 have
natural family planning coordinators, including The Ar-
chdiocese of Miami.

Today natural family planning programs in the United
States fall into two major types: the Billings Ovulation
Method (BOM) and the Sympto-Thermal Method
(STM).

BOM couples monitor and record changes in the cer-
vical mucous discharge. By predicting when ovulation is
likely to occur, a couple is able to identify fertile days.

STM combines the use of a variety of ovuladon-
related symptoms, including mucous discharge, with the
woman's basal body temperature change which occurs

after ovulation.
Both methods can be used to avoid or achieve concep-

tion.
THE 1976 National Study of Family Growth, a U.S.

government survey, showed that of the approximately 67
percent of white, married Catholic women between the
ages of 15 and 44 who were practicing birth control, 33
percent were using the pill while only 8 percent were us-
ing a natural method, which the government labeled
"rhythm."

Structures of the natural family planning programs
vary. A couple may attend three meetings or in some
cases six or seven to learn a method.

"Both Billings and Sympto-Thermal, when practiced
well, are somewhere in the range of the pill's effec-
tiveness," Kane said. "That's something like 98 percent
effective."

Among the chief private promoters of the Billings
Ovulation Method are Mercedes Wilson of the Family of
the Americas Foundation, New Orleans, La., and (in its
BOM derivative form) Dr. Thomas Hilgers of Creighton
University Natural Family Planning Education and
Research Center, Omaha, Neb.

John Kippley's Couple-to-Couple League, based in
Cincinnati, teaches the Sympto-Thermal Method. The
league claims to be the "largest natural family planning
organization in North America," with chapters in 47
states and nine foreign countries, according to a state-
ment.

SINCE 1972 Kane estimates the U.S. government and
World Health Organization have spent about $4 million
on natural family planning research and educational pro-
jects. He projects that in 1986 they will spend about $2
million a year on natural family planning.

"The government is required by law to present all ef-
fective natural family planning methods," Kane said.
"In addition, they are getting many requests from users
for more information."

Kane, in fait, imagines the 25th anniversary of
"Humanae Vitae" finding natural family planning less
closely identified with the Catholic Church.

"Many church-related programs arehalf-filled with
non-Catholics," he said. "Natural family planning will
probably become more widely used and seen as a con-
tribution of the church to medical science."

Predictions true
Among those agreeing that con-

traception caft't bear total respon-
sibility for tfte sexual revolution is
Father Donald McCarthy, director of

education of the Pope John XXIII
Medical-Moral Research and Educa-
tion Center, St^JLouis, Mo.

vmt he did note that forced
sterilization in India and forced abor-
tions in communist countries do give
credence to Pope Paul VI's predic-
tions. He also noted that contracep-
tion affects family life by "undermin-
ing the depth of commitment of
couples who decide that parenthood
is merely an accessory option to those
who like that sort of thing."

Father McCarthy also emphasized
that Humanae Vitae points out the
biblical understanding of marriage as
the sign of God's love for the
Church.

"Contraception is wrong," said
Father McCarthy, "because it tinkers
with the sign," which represents
God's union with the world, "and
prevents the marriage act from being
a sign of total self-giving."

Natural family planning is an ac-
ceptable means to plan children," he
said, "because it does not alter the
sign of marriage."

Father McCarthy denied that one
could interpret Humanae Vitae along
the lines of ethical proportionality,
whereby one can recommend using
artificial means of birth control for
the sake of a greater good.

He indicated that according to the
document, intercourse has to be per-
formed within the context of marital
love and has to be open to the
transmission of life.
"The marital act performed with

the absence of either violates the
meaning of the act itself as the sign
of God's union with the world," he
said.

Anti-child attitudes
Father William Smith, professor of

moral theology, Dunwoodie, also
acknowledged that Humanae Vitae
never got its message across. He also
sees the fact that it neglected to offer
a perspective on the Church's
teaching on family life. He noted that
such is significant because contracep-
tion has provoked an anti-child at-
titude.

"It used to be that when people en-
countered a pregnant woman, they
asked, 'When's the blessed event?'
Now they ask, 'Contraceptive
failure?' Fertility is seen as a
disease."

Father Smith also denied that one
can recommend contraception in
order to promote the greater good.

"Humanae Vitae rejected the prin-
ciple of totality," he said. "No one
in his right mind would turn around
and declare that as long as a couple
generally were faithful, one could ac-
cept occasional infidelity and still
uphold the teaching on fidelity. One
can't deny the procreative aspect of
the marriage act either."

He also denied that supporting
natural family planning, whereby
couples have intercourse only when
the woman is fertile, while opposing
the use of the pill to prevent concep-
tion, is a form of ecclesiastical
hairsplitting.

"The Church teaches that the
marital act has to be unitive and pro-
creative," he said. "It does not say
that one has to exercise the act all the
time. The Church does say, however,
that the marriage act has to be unitive
and procreative and that one cannot
annihilate either aspect."

Sr. Mary Ann Walsh, a well-known writer in
the Catholic press, recently left The Evangelist,
Albany, N.Y., to join the Rome bureau of NC
News Service. This article originally appeared
in Our Sunday Visitor.
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Equal rights for God
Church groups say they lose freedom of speech
when courts bar their access to public schools

By Darrell Turner
Religious News Service

Should public schools be open to
students for religious meetings outside
school hours just as other groups can
meet for extracurricular activities?

Should religious congregations alone
among community organizations be
denied access to public school
auditoriums?

Should churches have the opportuni-
ty to provide religious instruction in
public school classrooms to students
who elect to attend?

These questions are competing
with—and may wind up scuttl-
ing—President Reagan's proposal for
an amendment which would permit
prayer in public school classrooms.

President Reagan's prayer amend-
ment, as well as some state laws
enacted in recent years, would make
possible daily periods of silent medita-
tion or prayer in public schools under
the supervision of teachers. Strict
church-state separationists view the
amendment with alarm. But even some
opponents of the measure find
themselves lining up behind moves to
permit student groups to hold discus-
sion and prayer meetings on school
grounds.

The difference, they say, is that
school-prayer legislation would involve
some pressure on students to engage in
group prayer while legislation permit-
ting voluntary student meetings would
protect the students' right to freedom
of speech.

Religion classes
Meanwhile, the U.S. Catholic

bishops have raised another issue.
They will not back the proposed school
prayer amendment unless it provides
making classroom space available for
religious instruction for children atten-
ding public schools.

Msgr. Daniel F. Hoye, general
secretary of the U.S. Catholic Con-
ference, said the amendment "does not
adequately and effectively assure the

President Reagan is flanked by the Rev. Jerry Falwell, left, president of the moral majority, and Bishop Thomas J. Welsh
of Allentown, PA, during a White House session on school prayer, (NC photo from wide World).

cases in the 1960s, while the legality of
"released time" for religious instruc-
tion off the school grounds has been
upheld by the high court.

Conflict in courts
More recent litigation has concerned

the question of voluntary student
groups meeting for religious pur-
poses—prayer meetings or Bible study
and discussion groups—outside of
school hours.

The federal court record is conflic-
ting, with two recent major rulings go-
ing against religious student groups
meeting in public schools, and one
upholding student rights to such
gatherings on free speech grounds.

The U.S. Supreme Court has not
taken a position on the matter, but has
let stand the two lower-court rulings
that struck down prayer meetings by
extracurricular student groups in high
schools.

One case was in late 1981, when the
high court refused to review a decision
of the Second U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeal.

The circuit court said in a

'If a public school allows students to meet before
or after school hours to discuss or engage in
politics, social activism or athletics, why should
the rule change just because the students happen
to be religious?'

right of America's children to express
their faith."

The teaching advocated by the
church would involve religious instruc-
tion by teachers from the local parish
on public school grounds, ruled un-
constitutional by the Supreme Court in
1948.

In a statement to the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Msgr. Hoye said
the proposed prayer amendment would
have little more than symbolic value
and might cause more harm to
religious minorities than good to the
overall population.

"Prayer, without a framerwork of
voluntary instruction in the child's
religious faith, is not sufficient fully to
insure the individual's religious
freedom," he said, expressing concern
that a child could not understand the
significance of prayer to his or her
religious tradition without proper in-
struction.

Prayer in public schools was ruled
unconstitutional m Supreme Court
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unanimous ruling that "the prayer
meetings would create an improper ap-
pearance of official support, and the
(constitutional) prohibition against im-
permissibly advancing religion would
be violated."

The U.S. Supreme Court got the
case shortly after it .issued a major rul-
ing that students at state colleges and
universities have a constitutional right
to worship on campus, on free-speech
grounds. Lawyers for the Guilderland
students tried to persuade the court to
use the same reasoning in their case,
saying that in the use of school proper-
ty for religious purposes, "a high
school, during non-school hours, is
identical to a college or university."

But this approach failed to persuade
the high court.

The court missed another opportuni-
ty to establish a clear policy when it an-
nounced last January that it would not
review a lower-court decision striking
down student religious gatherings in
Lubbock, Tex.

In this situation, the Lubbock In-
dependent School District permitted
students to gather at schools "with
supervision either before or after
regular school hours on the same basis
as other groups as determined by the
school administration to meet for any
educational, moral, religious or ethical
purposes so long as attendance at such
meetings is voluntary."

The policy was struck down by the
Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
1982.

But a federal judge in Pennsylvania
concluded that school authorities deny
students freedom of speech by allowing
every kind of interest group to meet,
with the exception of those having a
religious interest.

Hatfield bill
Following the Supreme Court's

refusal to establish a policy for such
cases, Sen. Mark Hatfield (R.—Ore)
took the initiative to have the matter
settled by legislation. He and 14 col-
leagues in the Senate have introduced a
bill entitled "The Religious Speech
Protection Act of 1983" (S. 815).

This measure would prohibit public
secondary schools from barring stu-
dent gatherings on the basis of the con-
tent of speech at the meetings. In in-
troducing it, Sen. Hatfield said it
"would provide a judicial remedy for
high-school students who are aggrieved
by a discrimonatory policy that is for-
mulated and carried out by public
schools which receive federal financial
assistance."

Sen. Hatfield and several other sup-
porters of the measure are opposed to
the Reagan prayer amendment, but the
administration has come out in favor
of the Hatfield measure as still another
way of guaranteeing the religious rights
of public-school students.

Education Secretary Terrel Bell ask-
ed, "If a public school allows students
to meet before or after school hours to
discuss or engage in politics, social ac-
tivism, or athletics, why should the rule
change just because the students hap-
pen to be religious?"

The National Council of Churches
and Americans United for Separation
of Church and State had announced
their support for the Hatfield measure
when it was introduced, but did not
send representatives to the first hearing
on the measure last April. Testimony
pro and con was given respectively by
Lynn Robert Buzzard, executive direc-
tor of the Christian Legal Society, and
the Rev. W.W. Finlator of Raleigh,

N.C., a Southern Baptist minister and
member of the national board of the
American Civil Liberties Union.

Finlator said the ACLU was oppos-
ed to "all so-called non-government-
sponsored religious activities in public
schools," because of what he called
"widespread and continuing efforts to
evade the establishment clause in
public schools and because of the
vulnerability of students to official and
unofficial attempts" to promote stu-
dent religious activities.

Samuel E. Ericsson, director of the
Christian Legal Society's Washington
office, told Church & State magazine
in an interview that his group was not
asking for special privileges for
religious groups, but that such groups
should be accommodated if high
schools make time available for
various secular activities.

Worship services
Meanwhile, the use of public-school

buildings for worship services outside
school hours has also become a focus
of attention recently. On March 29, for
the first time a federal court held that a
church has a free-speech right to use
such facilities.

The ruling was issued by Judge Dale
E. Saffels of the U.S. District Court in
Topeka, Kan., in a case involving a
petition brought by Country Hills
Christian Church. The church had
been denied permission to use school
buildings on special occasions, and
argued that it should have equal access
with other outside groups to public-
school facilities.

Judge Saffels said that by allowing!
some community groups to use school
buildings, the district had created an
"open forum" that could not exclude
religious groups. He ordered that the
church be allowed to use school
facilities immediately.

With confusing and sometimes con-
tradictory policies established in dif-
ferent parts of the country, it is im-
possible to make any definitive state-
ment about the use of public schools
for religious purposes. Even if the Hat-
field bill is enacted, the U.S. Supreme
Court still has to establish a national
policy on the matter.

Sen; Hatfield himself summed up
the situation when he said there is "na-
tionwide confusion concerning proper
policies for religious activities in public
schools."



Children's prayer
By George Kemon

Special to The Voice

The thunder you hear in the late
afternoons these days is not necessarily
that generated by the weather. Instead,
it could be the thunder created by the
prayers of some 16,000 young people
storming heaven on behalf of the
Children's Crusade for Prayer.

The Children's Crusade, which has
developed over the last 10 years from a
start at Saint Coleman's Parish in
Pompano Beach, now reaches as far
North as South Palm Beach and La
Belle and to Miramar in Broward
County.

The Crusade was started by Carmen
Monaco, a St. Coleman parishioner
who, after having gone through a per*
sonal trial of some seven years dura-
tion, feels she received blessings and
encouragement from God to start the
project. Initially begun with one thou-
sand children at Saint Coleman's, the
Crusade now boasts participation by
more than sixteen thousand school
children in eleven parishes and public
schools as well.

THE CHILDREN are attracted
through talks in the schools by
Monaco, who feels very strongly that
communication through the visual arts
has encouraged many children to par-
ticipate.

Usually talks center around bible
stories, augmented by slides, and dwell
mainly on the life of Christ and that of
the Blessed Virgin Mary.

Each child is equipped with a
"uniform" as a member of the army of
Christ. By the word "uniform,"
Monaco means a scapular and rosary,
and later a tee-shirt with the Children's
Crusade logo on the front.

The rosaries and scapulars are made
locally by a volunteer group of more
than 150, spread through the member
parishes, who also act as advisers to the
program.

THE CRUSADE has even
transcended the schools and is in the
jails in Broward County as well. Ac-
cording to Monaco, it has been very
successful among young people in
detention halls and along the "Strip"

Broward-based Crusade alive and growing

Fr. John F. Fink of St. Bartholomew Parish in Miramar, recently inducted a
group of young "soldiers" into the Children's Crusade for Prayer.

in Fort Lauderdale Beach.
Many runaways have been attracted

to the program by other Crusade,
members. Young women who were giv-
ing thought to soliciting, for instance,
and abortions, have received counsel-
ing and help from their peers, and have
turned their lives around, according to
the Crusade Director.

Monaco tells the story of a young
man who joined the Crusade in the
eighth grade. He came from a divided
home, had been expelled from both
Catholic and public schools, gotten in-

to the drug scene, and ultimately ended
in jail. On his release from jail he join-
ed the Navy, and some time later came
home for a visit.

His mother bought a very fine rosary
for the young man to take back after
she had seen the simple Children's
Crusade rosary he wore around his
neck. Some time later, he wrote to his
mother, thanking her for the rosary,
but explaining he had left it home.

He said, "Mom, I hope you don't
feel that I did not want to take your
nice rosary, but I do have a real rosary

Renewal in the Spirit

round my neck from the Children's
Crusade. This is how I got my own
conversion, and I now teach about the
Crusade to my buddies here in the
Navy."

MONACO says that the children
pursue the living Rosary daily in their
lives. This means that each child recites
a decade of the rosary a day, and in
many cases, the families join in, mak-
ing k a family event.

According to Monaco, the program
is essentially a combination of "prayer
and commitment." The children are
imbued with the need for prayer to at-
tain love and unity and peace, and the
.entire program is the teaching of the
development of love for the Sacred
Heart of Jesus and The Virgin Mary.

Each member parish has developed
workshops for the making of scapulars
and rosaries, and each area has a chair-
man.

According to Monaco, all of the
parishes support the programs very
strongly, and the pastors are most in-
terested and assist wherever possible.

The Crusade subsists contributions
from the children's families, and on
small donations made through
parishes. There is, of course, an ongo-
ing need for financial support to buy
the materials from which the
"uniforms" are made.

In addition there are a few expenses
for office administration. However,
Monaco feels that the Lord provides,
and she very strongly states that,
"Whatever will be, will be, and the
good Lord has supported this project
ever since its inception, and He will
continue to do so."

Plans are being made for a benefit
dinner October 22 in St. Coleman's
Parish in Pompano Beach. For more
information, write to the Children's
Crusade for Prayer, 2000 NE 55 St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308.

Thaf's what local priests and deacons
experienced at Steubenville conference

By Jose P. Alonso
Editor, La Voz

Love and brotherhood flowed freely
recently at the Ninth Annual
Charismatic Conference for Priests
and Deacons, held at Franciscan
University in Steubenville, Ohio and
attended by 20 priests and five deacons
from the Archdiocese of Miami.

Inspired by the Holy Spirit, speakers
of such renown as Fr. John Bertolucci,
Fr. Michael Manning and Ralph Mar-
tin, helped more than 600 priests and
deacons renew their spiritual commit-
ment and recognize once more the real
presence of Jesus Christ at the center
of their lives and ministry.

Participants heard nothing they
didn't already know, "but instead re-
discovered truths buried in their sub-
conscious by the enormous demands of
their daily ministry to a large and
growing Christian community.

THE EXPERIENCE, Archdiocesan

participants agreed, was something ex-
ceptionally enriching.

It began upon arrival at the universi-
ty campus, where the feeling that
"God is here" was palpable. Erected
among rolling hills, its buildings sur-
rounded by exuberant vegetation, the
university provided the appropriate at-
mosphere for recollection and inner
joy. God's creating hand was sensed.

With their minds thus prepared, par-
ticipants plunged into the deep
spirituality of the conference and
emerged convinced that the Lord had
put in them "a new heart of flesh and a
new spirit."

It was indeed the time for feeling the
love of Christ and the love of neighbor
which the warm atmosphere of
brotherhood that prevailed belied.

THE CROWD of 538 priests and 97
deacons were able to become brothers
in a short time, by opening their hearts
to the fraternity that goes beyond the
simple human relationship.

By the end, they all were overcome
by a total confidence in God, not in a
remote Father but in One who lives in
them through the Spirit; a re-
affirmation that with Jesus "we can do
everything" and "without Him we can
do nothing."

Undoubtedly, in addition to God
who moved them to make the trip, the
participants owed their renewal of
mind and purpose to the speakers and
to the homilies of the daily liturgies.

Deacon Norman Carroll, of the Ar-
chdiocese, preached at one of these.

On the last evening, a solemn
Eucharist was concelebrated by Bishop
Albert H. Ottenweller of Steubenville,
Bishop Joseph G. Vath of Birm-
ingham, AL, and Auxiliary Bishop
Michael Pierce Lacey of Toronto,
Canada. The latter two also par-
ticipated in the five-day conference.

BUT THE LOCAL participants
were grateful also to the Archdiocesan
Charismatic Prayer Groups, who
organized a fund drive to help with

THE

travel expenses.
Their prayers made the priests' and

deacons' spiritual journey succesful,
but without the groups' generous
monetary support, fewer priests and
deacons might have been able to at-
tend.

Among those who did participate
were Msgr. William McKeever,
spiritual director of Charismatic Ser-
vices and pastor of St. Agnes Church
in Key Biscayne and Fathers Ciryl
Hudak, Sean O'Sullivan, Jorge
Rivero, Brendan DAlton, Michael
Hickey, Romeo Rivas and Walter
Dockerill, along with permanent
deacons Rafael de los Reyes and Jose
Guerra.

"When I came to Steubenville I was
feeling the need to recharge my bat-
teries," said one of the group, "and I
have returned feeling a new strength,
an inexplicable but actual spiritual
strength. Blessed be God!"

(Jose Alonso is a permanent deacon
in St. Brendan Parish who also attend-
ed the Steubenville Conference.)
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Thanks
from
the
kids

Card* Mattronardi, above, greets ono of Marian Cantor's youngest pupils.
Top right, doing the "hokoy pokey" was the learning occupation for many
Marian Center children after the pool blessing.

Fr. Kubala, above, blesses the newly renovated pool. Below. Mayra Capote
and daughter Elizabeth enjoy the festivities.

Marian Center throws a party,
handicapped display talents

i

STORY AND PHOTOS
BY

PRENT BROWNING

It was a swimming exhibition, an art show, a dance, and a picnic all wrap-
ped up in one. But most of all it was a time for sharing and expressing
gratitude.

This was the occasion of a pool renovation blessing at the Marian Center,
school for the retarded, recently attended by parents, students, faculty and one
of the center's chief benefactors.

As children gathered on the edge of the modern School's pool before a
blessing by Fr. Daniel Kubala, director of the Archdiocesan Respect Life of-
fice, Sister Lucia Ceccotti, director of the Center, presented a plaque to Carrie
Mastronardi honoring her and her late husband. Charles A. Mastronardi.

Mrs. Mastronardi donated funds that made it possible to install new pool
tile, a new pool house roof and other renovations.

THE MASTRONARDI'S interest in helping the mentally handicapped
began years ago in New York when Mrs. Mastronardi's niece took her retard-
ed son out for walks on the street and other mothers of retarded children ask-
ed if they could join her.

Eventually the involvement of the Mastronardis with the mentally handicap-
ped resulted in the creation of the Charles A. Mastronardi Center for the men-
tally handicapped in Brooklyn, which is now teaching 750 students.

The couple became one of the major benefactors of the Marian Center since
it's inception in 1963.

Also honored at the pool blessing were Alberto and Ree Stoppa who con-
tribute turkey dinners to the school every Christmas.

After a swimming exhibition by the students and a picnic lunch, the students
displayed some colorful plates they had painted.

Then, with Sr. Lucia accompanying them on the organ, the children joined
hands with their parents and danced.

At the end of the affair Sr. Lucia Addressed parents and students on
disciplining their children.

One mother stood up and spoke about her child.
"I look forward to being with him because he's so grown up. I thank the

sisters, the teachers, and everyone who has helped him."

Sr. Lucia shows off Barbara Wessel, a gold medal winner in softball
throwing at this year's international Special Olympics.
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She lives in two worlds
By Betsy Kennedy
Voice Staff Writer

Nature was the respected teacher of
Winifred Tiger's ancestors. The Indian
children learned their lessons from the
colors of the sky which changed
chameleon-like each day, the voices of
the brooks and the creatures of the
forest.

Children of the Twentieth Century
sit in air-conditioned classrooms and
learn from sophisticated textbooks.
Yet they have many hurdles to
overcome before they can enter the
mainstream of society, said Tiger,
assistant director of education for the
Seminole tribe in Hollywood.

Tiger spoke to The Voice during a
recent celebration to honor the 16th
century Indian martyr, Kateri
Tekakwitha, who has been beatified by
Pope John Paul II.

"I tell the children with ambition
never to look backward but to move
forward" she said.

"Still, Indians are suspicious of
people when they are away from the
reservation. They're cautious."

And some are still angry when they
recall the brutal men who eradicated
their forefathers without mercy,
explained Tiger.

Indian educators and activitsts also
experience anger when dealing with
Washington bureaucrats who refuse to
see the need for more federal grants for
education.

"It's highly competitive. Everyone
wants money for their own program."

Reaganomics has been the fatal
arrow for many special programs.

"For the past three years we have
been receiving grants for higher
education. There is an Indian school in
Oklahoma... there is a Miccosukee-
Seminole scholarship. But
Reaganomics has really hurt us. Each
year I watch the amount allocated
grow less and less."

All requests for grants are channeled
to American Indians known as
"readers" said Tiger. They have
substantial clout in determining which
programs receive grants. The process
does not fill everyone's needs however,
and many worthy schools or programs
are turned down. The result is
somewhat like trying to stop an
overflowing dam by putting branches
across the river.

Breaking Free
Despite this political gloom, Tiger is

optimistic about Indian education in
the state of Florida.

"Today more Indians are going
farther in school than ever before. In
1983 there were 16 Seminoles who
graduated from high school and 16 in
higher education courses. Two received
four-year college degrees. (These
figures exclude many who graduated
from vocational training courses and
were based on 1500 Indians on five
reservations in Florida.)

Yet once they achieve educational
status, many still are unable to cope
with life away from the reservation; the
financial entanglements, the
discrimination and the confusion
which cloud the 'outside.'

"Indians are basically shy and
retiring. They like the security and
closeness that the reservation gives
them."

She admits that with the exception of
seven years in a suburban
neighborhood she has never lived
anywhere but the reservation. She met
her husband in North Carolina and
they lived on the Cherokee reservation
there. In 1957 they moved to the

Winifred Tiger: College educated,
she lives in Florida reservation.
(Vote* photo by Frantic* Browning).

Seminole reservation in Hollywood
and their family expanded to include
four children. After her husband's
sudden death, Tiger felt content to live
with the Seminoles. A few traditions
were similar to those of her Cherokee
kinsmen. The Seminoles wear plain,
gathered blouses, drink corn meal
drinks and even eat the same mainstay
of gopher turtle.

Has dual role
Tiger's bond to the reservation has

been far from bondage. She is
representative of many women in the
80s who carry dual roles; she is both a
traditional Indian mother who believes
that babies should have their head
shaved at four months and wear the
tribal cap and jacket (or capes for
girls)—and a carerer professional, who
carries herself like a noblewoman and
speaks with the conviction of a
fundamentalist minister.

In Washington she is at ease chatting
with influential senators on the
congressional floor. On the
reservation, she helps a Miccosukee
woman while kneeling on the dirt floor
of the chickee.

She has raised her four children to be
equally flexible in a world which
demands it.

They speak Creek and Miccosukee
(both Seminole dialects) and several
other languages. Her 24-year-old son is
a medical lab technician.

Changing World
Sometimes the children were

approached by adults and asked why
they weren't in a 'special school' for
Indians. But for the most part, said
Tiger, they were actually looked up to
and respected by their peers and
neighbors.

Such changes in attitude are
indicative of the modern world which
is pressing in closer and tighter on the
Indians in Florida, even if they choose
to remain apart.

Tiger has watched Seminole chickees
torn down on the Hollywood
reservation and HUD housing projects
go up. Where trees once raised their
majestic branches, TV antennas jut
their spindly steel arms into the sky.

And as the fast lane of city life has
edged its way through the villages it
carries new ideas, new comforts and
new choices. It has also introduced
drugs to young Indians.

"We do have big problems with
alcohol and drug use. There is so much
pressure and so many complexities.
They need to set goals for themselves."

Most of the tribe are of the Baptist
faith with a rigid moral code that
prohibits alcohol, drinking, tob acco
or forms of frivolous behavior. Yet
often the temptations to escape with
drugs become too strong to resist.

. v Some benefits
The trail of progress has also led to

benefits for the Seminole people.
Seminole Indians no longer have to

rely on airboat rides or arts and crafts
for their vocation. Indian villages earn
impressive profits from bingo games
and smoke shops. They pay no state
tax because they are a federally
approved reservation governed by the
•soverign state' law. This means that
the Indians honor one of the original
treaties which requires them to pay the
federal government $1 per year to lease
their land.

In the past year, the state attempted
to change this legislation when they
discovered how lucrative the smoke
shops and bingo games were for the
tribe.

The state fought with several Indian
lawyers on the issue—and lost.

Tiger explained the current form of
tribal. government which is strictly
obeyed by all residents of the
reservation. State and county laws are
.adhered to. However, the Indians
must remain obedient to the by-laws
sanctioned by the heads of the tribe.
There is an independent police
department for the tribe. There are
hunting and fishing rights for the
Indians. Income from free enterprise is

She has little patience for the many
distorted stereotypes which are as
integral a part of American lifestyle as
the flick of the TV switch after dinner.

'Wild Indians'
Turn on the late show and John

Wayne is emptying another round
from his silver-barreled six-shooter
into scores of whooping Indians. Pick
up an American history book and read
of Custer's greatness, a man who
massacred women and children with
cool detachment.

It is difficult enough, Tiger believes,
for Indians to span the cultural abyss
between the reservation and the city
without having to be bombarded by
amgbiguities and untruths about their
heritage.

She recalls a few times when she has
heard mothers say to their children,
"you are acting like a bunch of wild
Indians."

She was startled by a phone call
from a woman she had never met who
asked her, "You don't sound like an
Indian."

"What," echoed Tiger, "does an
Indian sound like?"

These incidents are minor to Tiger
when she considers "that people no
longer look down upon us as they used
to.

Now it is 'in' to be an Indian. Most
of the tribes assign membership cards
to their residents.

"Often someone will come up to me

Tekakwitha celebration
Continued from page 1

shared and disbursed equitably by tfie
tribal heads as well, she said.

by a few Semujofe tabes, there *s still
poverty and 4esp*ir oa maay

distributed amon* the visiting
Semiaoles after the Mass last
Thursday, during * reception where

"This has mm been done before,"
he said, referring to tile Indians'
participation in the liturgy and visit to
the Pastoral Center.

Osceola, Jr., who weighed £ at seven
pounds and nine ounces on July 12,
making him the first Seminofe born on
# date closest -*»-/«» Seas* of

the Seminoles knew very little about
Kateri Tekakwitha, the Indian maiden
from upstate New York who took a
vow of perpetual virginity and
ultimately died for her Catholic faith.

But books on her life were

his crib,
And from now o», Bishop Roman

pledged, the Catholic Archdiocese of
Miami will celebrate
feast together with its Indian brothers

d '

Fighting Stereotypes

Tiger herself was brought up by a
struggling farmer and his wife, who
shouldered the responsibility of ten
children. Her childhood on the
reservation was a happy one, she
recalls, and because of her youthful
innocence and isolated locale, she
never evaluated her family's social
status.

"I never dreamed that we were poor
until I went off to college at Nova
University. There I was sitting in
economics class one day and the
professor discussed the differences in
the various economic classes in
America. When he described the lower
classes I suddenly realized, 'why that
was my family!'

on the street or in a public place and
say, 'oh I have (this or that) Indian
blood. We just reply, 'where is your
enrollment card?' and most of the time
they really drawn a blank," said Tiger.

"People just don't take the time to
think about what we are really like
(beyond the myths and stereotypes.)

"It is up to teachers everywhere to
learn who we really are and pass that
along to the children."

Winifred Tiger passes on the
accurate accounts of the Indian wars
her parents and grandparents told her.

Her mother often told her about the
"trail of tears" when Andrew Jackson
kept greedily taking more and more
land and the Cherokees and other
tribes were forced back into hills and
caves in order to survive.

It wasn't long before Tiger also
realized that she was a victim of
stereotyping because of her heritage.
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If Winifred Tiger could have her
way, a few history books would be re-
written.



Homosexuals spurned Dade compromise
To the Editor:

As the lawyer who, at the request of
the late Archbishop Coleman Carroll
to help defeat Dade County's
Homosexual Preference Ordinance in
1977, conceived the idea of the
initiative-referendum petition to repeal
the ordinance; drafted the petition and
repealing ordinance; solicited Anita
Bryant to lead the campaign; and par-
ticipated in both the 1977 and 1978
campaigns, I was very interested in
your recent series of articles on the
Church and homosexuals. I offer the
following comments:
1. You are correct in stating that the
Archbishos opposed both the 1977 and
the 1978 Ordinances "as written."

a. The 1977 Ordinance would have
required the Archbishops to hire prac-
ticing, professing, activist homosex-
uals, as pointed out by Archbishop
McCarthy, this would give the ap-
pearance of endorsing homosexual
conduct and would be contrary to the
teaching of the Church.

b. The 1978 Ordinance would have
given protection not only to such
homosexuals, but also to persons who
engaged in such added matters of con-
duct (among others) as membership in
associations (such as the Ku Klux
iKlan); political parties (such as the
American Nazi Party); source of in-
come (such as drug dealers, pimps or
prostitutes); or having an abortion. It
almost seems as if Miami's homosexual
activists liberately set put to affront
Catholics by this version of their Or-
dinance.

c. Despite this, on several occa-
sions during the 1977 campaign (in-
cluding a national press conference'on
the night of the election after our over-
whelming victory became apparent), I
offered, on behalf of Anita Bryant and
the rest of those fighting the Ordinance
"as written," to sit down with the
homosexual leadership and draft an
Ordinance that would give protection
against discrimination to celebrate,
discreet homosexuals. This con-
templated the type of Christian con-
cern outlined by Archbishop McCarthy
in your articles. On at least two occa-
sions, including the day after the 1977
election, the Miami News editorially
praised this suggestion and urged the
homosexual leadership to accept it and
to help prepare a compassionate Or-
dinance.

In 7 years since then, there has been
no response from the homosexual com-
munity. The fact that homosexuals do
not have written into law the Christian
concern for their welfare expressed by
Archbishop McCarthy is not the fault
of the Archbishop—nor, for that mat-
ter, is it the fault of Anita Bryant.

(The letter at this point discusses the
homosexual movement's efforts to
gain decriminalization and social ac-
ceptance of homosexuality along with
the rights movements of other groups
after WWII.)

But people instinctively distinguish
between a physical condition which
cannot be changed, and conduct,
which can be changed. They also
jrecognize that social ostracism is the
second most effective tool in law en-
forcement (the first is a well-formed
conscience). As a result, such or-
dinances have been overwhelmingly
defeated where subject to a vote of the
people.

After the defeat in Miami, the
homosexual activists realize the need to
change their tactics. They discarded the
term "sexual peference," which con-
notes choice, and adopted the term
"sexual orientation."

Mike Nikolaus, deacon of the

homosexual Metropolitan Community
Church, set forth this argument in his

letter which you printed in the Voice on
May 6,1983. He argued that, since sex-
ual relations have more than a pro-
creative value for married people; and
if God, not man, made some persons
look to members of the same sex for
such fulfillment, then "(t) o deny per-
sons of same sex orientation the same
mode of physical communion as their
heterosexual brothers and sisters is to
deny (to them) an authentic part of
their personhood... that the Creator in-
tended for all of us."

One response to this argument is
that, despite decades of research, there

understanding, compassion, and sup-
port for their efforts. We must protect
them from both those who would con-
demn them because of their past
lifestyle, as well as from those who
would condemn them to their past
lifestyle.

To the extent that the articles in the
Voice may have done the latter, I must
respectfully disagree.

Robert M. Brake
Coral Gables

(Note: The U.S. Bishops pastoral
letter on homosexuality in 1976, as
quoted in The Voice, April 29, uses the
term "homosexual orientation.")

xWith friends like you, who needs enemies?7

is no scientific evidence worthy of the
name that indicates that "sexual
preference-orientation" is inborn, or
caused by God. On .the contrary, the
serious studies that have been made
show that sexual conduct is just that -
conduct, learned from others and rein-
forced by social approval or disap-
proval ("peer pressure," if you will).
Such conduct can be changed, in time
and with the will to do so.

The gravest sin we can commit
against homosexuals is to tell them that
they cannot change. Surely there is a
special place in hell reserved for those
who deprive them of the hope of
change.

Our ministry to the homosexuals
should be to provide such a hope for
change that they will make the effort
needed to "come out of" a lifestyle
that is anything but "gay." While do-
ing so we must provide them with
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Write, fight smut
To the Editor:

Please write President Reagan.
Thank him for his concern about the
traffic in pornography, and tell him he
has your full approval on any action he
takes to stop this vicious traffic. Re-
emphasize the request for a coor-
dinator who will pull together the four
law enforcement agencies to bring
about vigorous enforcement of federal
obscenity laws.

Point out to him that experts have
said the back of the vicious por-
nography industry could be broken in
18 months with vigorous enforcement
of the federal laws. Write: The
Honorable Ronald Reagan, President
of the United States, The White
House, Washington, D.C. 20500.
Please send copies of your letters to:
Morality in Media, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York, N.Y. 10115.

Christianne Gaggiano
West Palm Beach.

Covenant House
impact explained
To the Editor:

There appears to be many different
opinions regarding the proposed
runaway shelter in Fort Lauderdale.
The opposition seems to be the
residents and owners in the immediate
area. Having been involved since the
beginning, I'd like to summarize the
articles to date.

Many attempts have been made by
Fr. Ritter and his staff to inform and
assure neighbors of the proposed
Covenant House-Under 21 shelter that
the program will not disrupt the
neighborhood nor reduce property
values. Before the announcement was
made concerning the proposed shelter,
Fr. Ritter personally met with hotel,
motel owners and condo represen-
tatives informing them of the profes-
sional nature of the shelter and the
organizational and operational struc-
ture of the program. They were assured
of the following:

•Approximately one million dollars
would be spent on renovation of the
Sand Castle Motel to make it-more at-
tractive; to meet child care code re-
quirements; and to enclose the cour-
tyard area making one secure entrance
and exit to the program.

*A strictly enforced curfew of 9:30
P.M. will be imposed on those in the
shelter.

*A highly qualified staff of approx-
imately 130 social workers, physicians,
nurses, psychologists, educators, etc.,
would be trained to serve approximate-
ly 100 teens housed in the shelter.

*the shelter will be open 24 hours a
day for admissions with an expected in-
take of about 5 to 15 teens a day,
spread over a 24 hour period.

Teens will stay an average of 2
weeks. Over the 1st year of operation,
about 2,000 to 3,000 children are ex-
pected to be served. About 1-3 of the
children will be able to leave street life,
return home, or begin productive lives.
Residents should be able to realize that
this means fewer kids on the streets -
nor more.

•Less than 5% of the operational
budget will come from government
sources, - A bargain in these days of
higher taxes!

•The program is not a soup kitchen.
In the Annual Report of Covenant
House (made available to hotel
owners) it is stated that in the New
York shelter over 700 meals and snacks
are served daily. To a shelter popula-
tion of 180 - 225 persons receiving
three meals a day - 700 meals are served
- not 700 individual kids!!!

•Conversion of the Sand Castle to
an Under 21 program will remove 75 -
100 rooms from the rental market, thus
giving additional rental opportunities
to neighbors.

•Closing the bar and lounge now
operated by the Sand Castle will
remove the noises generated by such a
facility. Thereby will improve the en-
vironment.

•The community will economically
benefit from the expected budget of
over 2 " million dollars a year.

•Such a facility (operating in an area
which attracts and supports child pro-
stitution and pornography) will serve
to provide a "way out" for young run-
a-ways trapped in this growing end
proliferating industry and will inhibit
the spread of these blights on our area.

Fr. Ritter needs our letters of sup-
port and encouragement. We can't af-
ford to blow the chance of a lifetime to
do something positive about a serious
problem.

Send your letters to:
Under Twenty-One-of

Ft. Lauderdale, Inc.
P»O. Box 14663

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33302
M.P. Foley

Fort Lauderdale



Parishioners hunger for prayer
Mormons, nuns, symphony conductors and

women who are listed in "Who's Who." It would
be difficult to discover a common denominator
among those quite diverse categories of people.

Yet "Time" magazine in its June 6 cover story
on stress states that these particular groups in our
population "are known to enjoy remarkable good
health and longevity."

While the article never adequately explains why
people in those units seem so healthy or can an-
ticipate exceptionally long lives, perhaps another
fact reported in that essay provides a clue to the
answer.

Harvard cardiologist Herbert Benson studied in
1968 the effects of various meditation techniques
on the human body. He discovered, and others
confirmed his conclusion, that meditation practic-
ed ten to 20 minutes once or twice daily produces
"a lasting reduction in blood pressure and other
stress-related symptoms. Thus it is a natural an-
tidote to tension."

chant "Kyrie eleison" (Lord have mercy upon us);
Catholics often use "Lord Jesus have mercy."

I would expect that most nuns engage in some
type of similar daily meditation which perhaps ex-
plains their reported good health and unusual

BY FR. JOSEPH
M. CHAMPLIN

longevity. Why mormons, symphony conductors
and "Who's Who" women enjoy similar gifts is
another matter.

The natural stress reduction benefit of regular

the exposed Blessed Sacrament every Sunday from
2:00-6:00 P.M.

He mentioned that to undertake such a unique
project would require volunteer pray-ers to cover
the entire afternoon session. To insure this Father
Andraschko asked people to check off without
signing their names a period of time during which
they would remain at church in prayer before the
consecrated and exposed host.

To his surprise parishioners quickly filled the
list with names and from September through May
on Sunday afternoons of this past year one could,
always find 20-25 persons praying in church. Each
worshipper ordinarily remains for about a half
hour.

The South Dakota priest provides bibles and
other devotional material in the pews as aids, but
for the most part participants choose to pray in a
quiet, reflective, meditation-type manner.

'The natural stress reduction benefit of regular medication
could also be a partial reason behind the current hunger among
Catholics for prayer instructions, experiences and opportunities.'

FOR SUCH meditation to achieve a relaxation
effect, only four simple steps are requested:
"Assume a comfortable position, close your eyes,
concentrate on a simple word, sound or phrase,
and cast off all other thoughts."

Dr. Benson has patients from different religious
traditions who use a sound or image appropriate
to their background. For example, some Jewish
persons focus on the word "shalom;" Greeks may

meditation could also be a partial reason behind
the current hunger among Catholics for prayer in-
structions, experiences and opportunities.

FATHER JAMES ANDRASCHKO of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota would agree with that point.

Last year after some reading and reflection on
the topic, this pastor of St. Mary's Church pro-
posed to his people the possibility of prayer before

FATHER ANDRASCHKO himself spends an
hour each Sunday afternoon in the church and
finds this quiet time very restorative. There are no
telephone calls or personal interruptions
throughout those 60 minutes giving him an occa-
sion for renewing and deepening his relationship
with the Lord.

Obviously many people of the parish likewise
find this a desirable alternative for part of Sun-
day.

The Sioux Falls pastor may well be on to
something. That relatively simple service to his
people provides families with an additional way to
make Sunday a day of prayer, not just recreation;
it offers time, space and encouragement for those
who wish to grow in personal prayer; it could even
enhance peace at home since meditation, as we
have shown, does relax us and reduce tension or
stress.

A matter of justice for all
I find great satisfaction in the Supreme Court's

decision that it is constitutional to allow parents of
chldren in non-public schools to deduct a part of
tuition expenses in computing income tax obli-
gations.

Obviously there were those who felt quite dif-
lerently. I am not surprised. There is very little
understanding on the part of many of why it is
that justice requires that parents of children in
non-public schools have a right to receive some
benefit from the educational taxes they pay.

Thomas Shannon, executive director of the Na-
tional S;hool Boards Association, said, "We
believe it's poor public policy and bad fiscal
management, regardless of whether it's the law of
the land. What's next? Tax credits for recreation
centers and swimming pools? "

I DON'T DOUBT that Mr. Shannon is sincere
and his words demonstrate the direction of his
thinking. I'm sure he believes that parochial

This sounds reasonable enough to a great many
people. It is the position offered by Albert
Shanker, president of the American Federation of
Teachers, too. Mr. Shanker sometimes uses the

BY
DALE FRANCIS

example of a family that might decide it wants
more protection for the home and estate than the
police provide and so hires private guards. This
family, he contends, cannot expect to have taxes
pay for the family's private protection.

'Although the basic concept of the parental primary right to
educate is clear, the fact is that historically public schools have
received 100 percent of educational funds while educating less
than 100 percent of students.'

schools have a right to exist. But I judge he
believes this is a privilege offered to those who
decide they want this rather than the public school
education that is available to them and to all. And
he would think that if the parents of these children
are not willing to send their children to the tax-
supported schools then they must be willing to pay
for the exercise of this privilege.

This objection to tuition tax deductions or tax
credits for parents of children in non-public
schools is sincere and appears to be logical. But it
appears logical only if you accept the inference
that the state has the right to educate and that
state sponsored schools have the sole right to
educational funds provided by the taxpayers.

But the inference is mistaken. The primary right

to educate belongs to parents. This principle is
constitutionally guaranteed. Parents are not or-
dinarily equipped to fulfill the function of educa-
tion themselves so they delegate the right to
educate. In this country the overwhelming majori-
ty of parents have chosen to implement their
primary right to educate through public schools.

SOME PARENTS, however, have chosen to
educate their children through parochial schools.
They do not do so by privilege but by right. They
are a comparatively small minority compared to
those who implement their right through public
schools. But both the public and parochial schools
exist on the same level, as means for implementa-
tion of the parental primary right.

This principle is important, not just to parents
who choose the minority means but to those who
choose the majority means as well. The idea that
the state has the right to educate is a dangerous
concept. We need only observe the 20th century
world to see how when the state claims the right to
educate it so easily subverts freedom.

Although the basic concept of the parental
primary right to educate is clear, the fact is that
historically public schools have received 100 per-
cent of educational funds, while educating less
than 100 percent of students. Those who favor tui-
tion tax deduction or tax credits believe that public
schools should be fully financed but if they
educate 90 percent of the students they should
receive 90 percent of the funds. Those who
educate a lesser percentage, fulfilling a secular
function of education, should receive benefits
reflecting the percentage educated. The fact is that
neither tax deductions nor tuition tax credits ask
that parents be recompensed for their expenses,
only that they receive some benefits from the taxes
parents pay for the education that is provided.

(Dale Francis is a nationally syndicated colum-
nist).
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Fingerprinting children
All parents spend a good deal of time worrying about their

childrens' safety from the time they are old enough to play
outdoors. Children are taught to stay close to home, not to
talk to strangers, not to accept rides without their parents'
knowledge.

Yet an estimated 100,000 children a year are reported
missing in the United States, with the "kid-snatcher" often
being a parent when the child is the victim of a custody fight.

The publicity given to child-snatching, notably by Child
Find, a non-profit New Platz, N.Y., agency which tries to

BY
ANTOINETTE

BOSCO

locate missing children, has led to an unusual response to the
situation—the fingerprinting of children.

Child Find recommend that parents have their children
fingerprinted as a way to help locate them should they ever be
abducted or lost, or should they run away. Since then, police
in many communities have responded to requests from
parents who want children fingerprinted. In some places,
organizations have mobilized parents and conducted child
fingerprinting days. -

BUT THE recording of children's fingerprints in police
departments has not gone uncriticized. The practice raises a
serious question as to whether the children's constitutional
rights are being violated. The American Civil Liberties Union
formally protested giving the prints over to the police or a
federal agency, though it had no objection to parents keeping
the prints.

"The police could go on a fishing expedition and try to
compare the fingerprints to accuse kids of crimes later on.
Those people with prints on file would be in a significant

disadvantage when police are looking at fingerprints to assist
them in solving a crime," said William Olds, executive
director of the Connecticut Civil Liberties Union. "It's clear
under the law that police cannot hold prints," he added.

There is also this question: Does the large-scale
fingerprinting of children make sense, given the relatively
small number of times the prints would be used for
identification?

After the push to fingerprint children began, a Lower East
Side Manhattan storefront proclaimed in rainbow colors,
"Fingerpainting, Not Fingerprinting." Next door, at a
gallery called Art for Social Change, Dr. Benjamin Spock,
the well-known author of books on child care, raised his
objections.

HE SAW A need for the better care of some children,
through day-care centers, after-School programs and social
services. And he called fingerprinting "a blind alley" that
"gives parents a false sense of security and does nothing to
prevent kidnapping;"

A child-care expert suggested it would be better for parents
to teach points of safety to their children. He thought
fingerprinting might generate a great deal of anxiety for a
child.

On the plus side, the fingerprinting issue has brought
attention to Child Find and the entire serious matter of
missing children. The organization, which says that in its two
years of existence it has located and safely returned 300
children, was instrumental in passing a national Missing
Children's Act, signed into law Oct. 12,1982. This law allows
information on missing children to become available to law
enforcement personnel via a national clearinghouse.

Child Find also established a nationwide toll-free
hotline—(800) 431-5005, except in New York where collect
calls may be made to (914) 255-1848.

I think Child Find is to be commended for calling attention
to missing children. However, I think the focus should be on
prevention, by educating the child and providing real safety
measures, and not on fingerprinting, which has dubious
value, can alarm children—as one newspaper photo of a
crying, protesting child showed—and invades their rights.

(NC News Service)

Achieving inner peace
In her book, "The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life,"

Hannah Whitall Smith tells of a friend who learned the secret
of attaining peace of mind.

"The circumstances of her life she could not alter, but she
took them to the Lord, and handed them over into His
management... she left all the responsibilities and the worry
and anxiety with Him. As often as the anxieties returned, she

BY FR.
JOHNCANTOIR

took them back, and the result was that, although the
circumstances remained unchanged her soul was kept in
perfect peace in the midst of them..."

There's something warmly appealing about a peaceful
person. Just what is the attraction? How do they do it?
Temperament? Of course that plays a part, but only a minor
one. Temperament can be modified by inner control. Some
people actually manage to steel themselves against any
emotional display in order to look calm and project an image
of strength, but they are not necessarily at peace.

THE PEACEFUL SPIRIT involves much more than self-
control. The peace which radiates from the face of someone
alive with love is not of human creation. It is a divine gift.
Peace is a reflection of the Presence of the Indwelling Spirit.
He abides with those who are trying to surrender to His will.
Even if they do not perfectly succeed in thier surrender, He is
there to offer consolation and guidance.

Jesus wants to give His peace to everyone. All He asks is
that we make a sensible effort to will our own will straight; to
become as little children, trusting that the strength will be
given if we patiently persevere.
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You may not know how to trust Him just now; possibly
you've been trained in the school of self-reliance and hard
work. But you'll learn. Our faith teaches us to ask for what
we need. God alone gives life, and health. God alone enables
us to bear good fruit, and God alone through Jesus Christ,
opens the gates of heaven for us. All the good we will ever do
is because of His grace. When you stop to think about it, even
the precious gift of peace comes from God alone. So pray for
peace.

THOSE WHO cast their cares upon the Lord day by day
soon develop a peaceful heart.

"Peace I leave with you, My peace I give unto you."
(Jn. 14:27).

For a free copy of the Christopher News Notes, "Peace Be
With You," send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to The
Christophers, 12 East 48th St., New York, NY 10017.)

"Let's face it, George, the salary here isn't much,
but our retirement plan is out of this world!"

Who am I?
Q. How do I discover who I am? I
mean, who am I, and where am I going
after high school? I have no real
talents. (Maine)

BY TOM
LENNON

A
A. You sound discouraged. One gets
the impression that you think you are
not worth much.

The problem of your
discouragement may well be linked to
the question of who you are.

And you may be able to find a
partial but very important answer
when you go to Mass every Sunday.

Take some time to gaze at the
crucifix and discover answer when you
go to Mass every Sunday.

Take some time to gaze at the
crucifix and discover the most
important truth about who you are.
Although you seem to have "no real
talents," Jesus loved you so much that
he gave his life for you.

HIS DEATH and resurrection—for
you— reveal your greatness.

You are a person of incomparable
worth, destined to be with God and his
human family for ever and ever.

That is the greatest discovery about
who you are, and you can probe that
discovery for a lifetime, even for an
eternity.

Still, there remain other pressing
problems about who you are and what
you will do after high school.

Many young persons must go
through an adventurous time of
groping, searching and even failing
badly.

FOR THEM the work of
understanding oneself and discovering
one's interests, abilities, talents and
skills is not the work of a month or
even a year.

Their personalities unfold slowly,
and self-understanding is acquired over
a long period of time. Many a senior
citizens today is still discovering new
facets to his or her personality.

For you it may be helpful now to
take an inventory of your interests.
These may offer a clue to talents, skills
and abilities you don't yet realize you
have or can develop.

"Make a list also of some of your likes
and dislikes. For example, can you be
happy working alone, or would you
much rather be engaged in a joint
venture with other people?

BROWSE IN the non-fiction shelves
of your public library. Among the
books you many find a new subject
that interests you and will lead you to a t
whole new world of growth.

Consider new hobbies, new activities
and maybe some volunteer work that
can lead you to other new worlds.

Talk to people in various
occupations about their work and how
they got into it.

After high school you may go
through several humdrum, nowhere
jobs before you land a really
worthwhile one. And you may realize
later that these nowhere jobs were
necessary steppingstones to the big job.

THROUGH ALL the groping,
struggling and perhaps failures, try
never to lose sight of your inner worth,
the greatness revealed in the love Jesus
showed for you.

(Send questions and comments to
Tom Lennon, 1312 Mass. Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005).



Family at a crossroad
Dear Dr. Kenny: My husband and I are in our

early 40s and we seem to be drifting apart. I
have been working about five years as a
waitress, and I was recently promoted to
hostess. This gives me more hours and more
money, but I am also gone from home more.
And I'm much more tired.

My husband was also promoted to a more

BY DR. JAMES
AND

MARY KENNY

responsible position, but he has clearly reached a
plateau. I think he is somewhat depressed that

he cannot advance any more.

Meanwhile, our two teen-agers are demanding
outrageous privileges and are constantly talking
back in a huffy, put-down manner. Every one of

us is getting irritable. Our whole family structure
seems to be disintegrating and I'm scared. What
can I do? (Mississippi).

Your problem may be a common one, but it is
dangerous as well. Your family is at a crossroad.
There is no going back. One way or another,
your family is about to be restructured.

Your teens are readying to leave home for
good. You and your husband are heading in dif-
ferent directions.

At such a time some couples decide they are
no longer compatible and seek a divorce. But
you also can take advantage of a crisis to grow
in your relationship with each other.

ONE GOOD choice at this time may be to
respect your divergence. You are clearly going in
different directions. This may not be the time to
expect everyone to make all meals or to continue
to go on trips together as a complete family.
Rather, you can support and encourage one
another as each of you reaches out in separate
and exciting new endeavors.

You are excited about your job and career.
Hopefully, your husband is interested in hearing
about your day's activities. Also he can begin to
take over his share of the housework.

You say your husband is both excited at his
promotion and discouraged that he has attained
his career potential. Now may be a good time
for him to develop a hobby, perhaps a craft to

learn or an exercise program. You can help him
find the time and motivation.

YOUR TEENS are looking toward high
school graduation. Then it is finding a job or
off to college. They surely need moral support
and tolerance for their moody ambivalence.
They also may need practical help in how to
search for a first full-time job or how to select
and apply at a college.

While this may be a time to support in-
dividuals activities and directions, you also need
time together as a family. Since everyone seems
quite busy, this time may need to be scheduled.
Perhaps one evening per week can be set aside
for family movies or games. Or the family can
make it a priority to eat Sunday brunch
together. One Saturday per month can be set
aside for a family trip. Keep plans minimal, but
do what you plan.

All things change, including families. Change
can be frightening, creating the ominous feeling
that all is lost. Change also can be enlivening.
Your family is alive and growing into a new
stage. See the possibilities available to you and
make the most of the good things that are hap-
pening.

(Reader questions on family living and child
care to be answered in print are invited. Address
questions: The Kennys; Box 872; St. Joseph's
College; Rensselaer, Ind. 47978).

A tale of three families
Last spring, as the country watched, the

drama of a boy called Eland Cramlet by his
mother and Jeff Anderson by his father unfold-
ed on TV screen and front pages. He's the
seven-year-old boy kidnapped by his father at
age 3 when he was awarded to his mother in a
divorce suit. For three years, she didn't know
where he was because after a visitation his father
failed to return him and instead moved him to
Oklahoma where they lived under a new name.

The father subsequently appeared on a
Donahue Show focusing on the rights of fathers.
The mother sued Donahue and won a 5.9
million dollar settlement for mental anguish. En-
suing publicity alerted a Tulsa resident to call
authorities and the boy was returned to his
mother whom he barely remembered. The father
V=LS arrested and released on probation. As long
as he doesn't steal the child again, he's free.

The ending seems happy for the mother, who
has her child back and a tidy sum to raise him
on and the father, who escaped punishment and
will have visitation rights. Happy for everyone,
it seems, but the boy who is caught in a battle
between two parents who are guilty of loving
him too much.

AT THE SAME time, a less publicized situa-
tion took place in England. This concerned two
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mothers who gave birth to daughters in 1936
and, due to a hospital error, took the wrong
babies home. Because one of the little girls was
premature, the mothers felt there may have been
an error so they kept in touch and when their
daughters were seven, they confirmed the mixup
through hospital files.

Now comes the difference between these
parents and those of the kidnapped boy. The
girls' parents decided that switching the girls at
age seven would be too traumatic for them so
they agreed to keep the wrong daughters but to
stay in touch, pretending that their mothers were
their aunts. The girls were told the true story
when they were 18.

The story hit the news in June when the
daughters, now married with children of their
own, and the parents got together for an extend-

ed family reunion. One of the mothers com-
mented to the press about the decision to rear
the wrong child, "I was distressed at first but
now I feel as though I have won another
daughter rather than lost."

IN THIS CASE the parents acted in the best
interest of the children. In the kidnap case, the
feelings and welfare of the child came second to
the needs and feelings of the parents, and there
lies a foundational difference.

One can't fault divorcing parents who love
their children so much they want them to live
with them but the question has to be asked,
"How much do parents really love a child if
they put him through the trauma of kidnapping,
hiding and name-changing?"

Family counselors tell us that children of
divorce suffer least when they know their
separated parents care enough about them to put
aside their difference after the divorce to behave
in a manner that's most beneficial to the
children. This is sometimes extremely difficult
and requires sacrifice on the part of the parents.

The temptation to use the children to get back
at a former spouse is great. But if parents are
sincere in loving their children and not wanting
them to suffer divorce fallout, the needs of the
children come before the needs of the single
parents. And this is where the parents of Eland
Cramlet-Jeff Anderson failed as parents.

OPENING PRAYER
Our Father in heaven, low grateful

we are for being able to share together
as a family. We pray especially for our
grandparents and ask you to bless them
in a very special way. Thank you,
Father, for making grandparents for us
to learn from and for us to love.
Amen.

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

Grandparents are very special people
in passing on the heritage of individual
families. Families should make a

(Contributed by Mimi and Terry Reilly)

conscious effort to spend as much time
as possible with grandparents that the
children might foster their own sense
of identity and worth. It's easy to
imagine Jesus visiting his
grandparents, Joachim and Ann. He
must have enjoyed the games they
played and listened with wonder as
they told him stories.

ACTIVITY IDEAS
Young and Middle Years Families
1. If grandparents are in town, have
them over for dinner and an evening
of "Honor Grandparents." Decorate
with balloons; make big red hearts to
wear with "Hurrah for Grandma. .

on." and "Hurrah for Grandpa. . .
them; give them gifts; serve their
favorite treat. Plan a "This Is Your
Life" program and share all sorts of
fun information about them. Try to
make it a surprise if possible.

2. When grandparents live out of
town, each person can write a letter
or draw a picture saying how very
dear and very much they are loved.
Plan to mail them tomorrow. Or
telephone grandparents and let each
family member have a chance to visit.
3. Families whose grandparents are
deceased can try to find pictures of
grandparents and share some fun
stories about the grandparents.

SHARING
—Share a time someone felt super

happy during the past week.
—Share a moment when someone

was really sad.
—Share a time someone felt God's

presence in a comforting way.

CLOSING PRAYER
Dearest Lord Jesus, praise you,

wondrous Jesus! Bless us as we strive
to serve you daily. Help us continue
to grow in your love. Thank you for
tonight and for our grandparents.
Amen.
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God gives life meaning
Readings: Ecclesiastes 1:2, 2:21-23
Colossians 3:1-5, 9-11 Luke 12:13-21

BY
FR.

JAMES
BLACK

BACKGROUND:
The opening reading for the 18 th

Sunday in Ordinary Time comes from
one of the most misunderstood books
of the Old Testament. The book of
Ecclesiastes seems to indicate that
there's not much point to human
existence: we're born, we get old, we
die. i

At the conclusion of the book, the
author does admit that only God can
give life any meaning at all. Thus, the
author is asking his readers to examine
the priorities in their lives.

The second reading, from Paul's
letter to the people of Colossae,

follows much the same format. Paul
reminded his hearers that earthly
affairs counted for little in the
kingdom of God. Paul frequently
provides a list of vices to be avoided
and virtues to be lived, and he does so
in this passage as well.

The gospel passage from Luke
describes a man who was impressed
with his own success. In providing for
his own earthly affairs, he had failed to
prepare for eternal life. He had grown
rich for himself, rather than rich in the
sight of God.

REFLECTION:
If we're honest about it, we all

would accept the idea that God has to
rank first if our life is to be
meaningful. Probably, all of us would
agree about the importance of
establishing priorities in life.

That's not where the problem lies.
The problem seens to be in finding

some way to move that idea from our
minds to our hearts.

In the gospel passage for Sunday, we

find a man who was looking ahead;
one who was trying to make
preparations for the future. He'd had
an unusually good harvest, and tried to
make decisions based upon all the
available information.

There's nothing wrong with that.
It's just that he left out one

important factor.
he left no room for God in that

future. He was gathering material
riches for himself and for those around
him, to be sure. But he overlooked an
important element, the very element
that gives life meaning. He overlooked
God. All the provisions had been made
for his earthly life. What provisions
had been made for his eternal life?

If you're like most people in these
troubled economic times, you're
probably doing a lot of planning for
the future. You're looking ahead to the
raising of your family, or perhaps, to
your retirement. You're trying to
provide the money for education for
the kids. You've tried to provide
security for all those close to you.

In providing for that secure future,
did you leave a place for God?

Does the gospel parable accurately
describe you? Or have you shared with
your loved ones the one thing in life
that really makes a difference?

What is the Magnificat?
Q. Your Question Comer in our
paper is very helpful to me since I am a
young Catholic mother and have had
no Catholic education except some
Sunday school. I have seen references
several times to the "Magnificat." Can
y ou explain what that means? (New
York).

BYFR.
JOHN

DIETZEN

A. In the First Chapter of St. Luke's
Gospel we find the story of the visit of
Mary, the mother of Jesus, to her
cousin, Elizabeth. In response to
Elizabeth's .greeting, the Gospel places
on the lips of Mary a beautiful prayer,
or hymn, which is found frequently in
our Catholic liturgy and other
devotions.

IN LATIN the hymn begins,
"Magnificat anima mea Dominum."
or "My soul proclaims the greatness of
the Lord." This hymn is often referred
to as the Magnificat.

You speak of yourself as a young

Becker ^
Funeral Home

Ron E. Becker
Funeral Director

Phone (305) 428-1444
1444 S. Federal Highway
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mother. You may be too young to
remember that, not many years ago,
Catholic people were much more
familiar with Latin and Greek
terminology. Phrases like "Pater
Noster" for "Our Father," "Kyrie
eleison,' for "Lord have mercy," and
many others were everyday terms for
Catholics.

Sometimes Catholic writers—and
liturgiests—forget there is a whole new
generation of Catholics out there like
yourself for whom these words and
titles are completely unfamiliar.

Q. Our church has fixed a
reconciliation room in part of the
sacristy. The people were told' that the
old confessional will no longer be used.

Some of us are disturbed by one of
our priests who does not always
observe the right of a penitent to go to
confession anonymously. He will
bounce out to escort one into the room
or see the penitent out after confession.
It is a bit too much for most of us to
take.

Confession has never been a favorite
sport of most Catholics. Instead of
making it easier, everything is being
made more difficult. (Iowa).

A. You bring up several serious
points. First of all, a priest who refuses
to respect the anonymity of penitents
who obviously desire it in their
confession unjustly violates a serious
and clear right of Catholic people.

Regardless of the priest's personal
feelings about what is better in this or
in any other matter, he never has a
right, whether by edict or intimidation,
to impose his feelings on others in
contradiction to options legitimately
offered by the church. This is
particularly true in matters relating to
the reception of the sacraments.

How about your priest's remarks

Fort Lauderdale
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Deerfield Beach
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concerning the use of old
confessionals? It may require time,
money and planning to provide
appropriate space for face-to-face
reception of the sacrament of penance
according to the new rite. Priests do
have a responsibility, however, to

'...a priest who refuses to
respect the anonymity of
penitents who obviously
desire it in their
confession unjustly
violates a serious and
clear right of Catholic
people.'

provide such space as soon as the
parish is reasonably able to do so. By
far the majority of parishes have
already done so.

As you indicate, the church's
instructions for ministering and
receiving the sacrament of penance
provide that the penitent should have
the opportunity to go to confession
face to face or anonymously whenever
he or she wishes.

I hope you will try as gently and
honestly as you can to let your priests
know your feelings so this sacrament
can be for you the healing and helpful
experience our Lord meant it to be.

Q. I spend a lot of time worrying
about past confessions, especially
those I made as a child or a young teen.
As a child my confessions weren't
always honest but I did try to
straighten things out when I was a teen-
ager.

After years I recalled another sin
much like the ones I had confessed and
repented of. It is necessary to go back

to confession again? I really worked
hard trying to clear the slate. (Ohio).

A. Isn't it strange and unfortunate
that the sacrament of forgiveness
which our Lord obviously meant to be
a source of peace and appreciation of
his mercy, turns out sometimes to be
an occasion of worry and even fear?

The first and most important thing
to remember about the sacrament of
penance—in fact, about all our
relationships with God—is that he
looks into our heart and knows what is
there. As a Father who loves us
without limit, he in fact knows and
accepts what is there usually far better
than we do ourselves.

It is true that for a good confession
we should mention any action of ours
which we are sure was a mortal sin.
However, God knows we are human;
he does not expect us to be
computerized data retrieval machines.
Our memories slip, and sometimes our
motives look impossibly mixed-up as
we try to evaluate what we have done
wrong. .

From your letter it seems clear to me
that you are like many others who have
similar concerns about previous
confessions, especially those that go
back many years. I don't think there's
any question that you have tried to
honest with your God in
confession and in your sorrow. You
are trying to live a good faithful
Christian and Catholic life. That is
what God sees and that is what is
important.

In other words, don't worry about
what is past. When you receive the
sacrament of- penance renew your
sorrow for whatever wrongs you may
have done in your life, and focus your
attention and prayers on the present
and the future—which is what this
sacrament is all about.

(Children and confession is one topic
discussed in Father Dietzen's brochure,
"Questions Catholics Ask about
Confession." It is available by sending
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to
Father Dietzen at Holy Trinity Parish,
704 N. Main St., Bloomington, III.
61701).



Fusselle bats high average
Around my house, we call it "dunt-

dunt, dunt-dunt." But it's formal
name is "This Week in Baseball." Lest
you think my sons and I are wacky, the
"dunt-dunt" comes from the staccato
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music which opens each installment of
what I consider the best written weekly
television program on the air.

GOOD WRITING, rarely evident on
the tube, shows flair, style,
individuality and distinction, all of
which turn up on "TWIB."

And that's why I got on the phone
recently to talk to Warner Fusselle, the
guiding force behind the syndicated
half-hour of baseball highlights.

For non-sports fans, "TWIB"
appears on about 82 stations around
the country and is the highest
syndicated sports program. It usually
runs on weekends, often preceding or
following major league ballgames on
the tube.

Each 30 minutes includes a wrap-up
of the previous week's action, a
selection of blooper plays, an array of
sparkling efforts and a trivia quiz.

How do Mr. Fusselle and his cohorts
put the program together? Hectically,
that's how.

"Every game that's televised comes
into our offices" in New York City, he
told me. "And with cable, almost
every game is televised. Our people
then view about 90 games, watching
two or three at a time or putting them
on fast-forward."

The viewers are searching for shots
for the program: great plays, egregious
muffs, close-ups of players and fans,
unusual angles, and anything else to
give "TWIB" distinction.

THE WEEKEND is spent finding
those shots, deciding what to
emphasize and putting together a
portion of the program. On Mondays,
a rough, full version is assembled and
the writing begins. On Tuesdays, final
writing can be done to match the video.
The next day, Mel Allen arrives to
narrate (sometimes, Mr. Fusselle subs
for him) and copies are sent all ovr the
world, including versions in Spanish,
French, Korean and Japanese.

The result: a fast-paced, entertaining
and bright program. Which brings me
back to the writing. I watch the show
every week, but make sure to listen as

well because of the unique style Mr.
Fusselle and his associate, Mark
Durand, have devised and execute
despite the difficulties they face.

"You have to write what the pictures
are," Mr. Fusselle explained, "and
that limits you. If you have three
shots—close-up of a player, swing of
the bat, shot of the ball—covering 11
seconds, you have to say his name, tell
what the situation is and explain the
results. So it might take an hour to
write one shot. As a general rule, Mark
and I spend an hour each per minute of
pictures. So that's two hours per
minute."

One time, Mr. Fusselle labored for
six hours over the opening tease, which
lasts only a few seconds but which sets
the mood of the program.

"We pride ourselves on our writing,
even if it is not noticed," he continued.
"We like to do strange things. Once,
we put 22 Beatles song titles in the
tease. We've used diets, cereals and
detergents as themes. We went to a
supermarket and wrote down the
names of all the cereals and then used
them. We've done some very, very
strange things, but it still has to make
sense to the audience, whether they've
heard of the Beatles or not. That's the
trick."

ANOTHER TRICK is writing the
quiz. The question always contains a
hidden clue to the answer. "We don't
say there's a clue," Mr. Fusselle said,
"and some people don't even know it's
there."

After a half-dozen years of viewing
top performances for "TWIB," Mr.
Fusselle names two plays by Ozzie
Smith, a shortstop for St. Louis, as the
best he's seen, but he really can't
appreciate the great plays because he
has to concentrate on writing. As for
the bloopers, he has yet to get a
complaint from a player for showing a
gaffe.

"They seem to enjoy it," he noted.
"It's not done in a negative, critical
way. It's upbeat and 'we're all human.'
People look forward to that segment
more than any other."

If you think Mr. Fusselle and his co-
workers take it easy during the winter,
you don't know about the 23 highlight
films they do for individual teams or
the World Series flick or the pre-season
movies.

"We're much busier in the off-
season," he said.

What can make them busiest is
searching for the right shot in their
library of films.

"One time, we needed a shot of a
white horse," he recalled. "And we
found it. We have a card catalog which
supposedly has every shot on it. If we
need a scene of Rusty Staub at first

Murphy worth watching
TRADING PLACES

(O-offensive, R-restricted)

Two quite rich, quite old, quite nasty
brothers (Ralph Bellamy and Don
Ameche), on a mere whim, elevate an

CAPSULE REVIEWS
impoverished black con-man (Eddie
Murphy) to the directorship of their
trading company after manipulating
events so that their former director, a

stuffy young WASP (Dan Aykroyd),
plunges to the lowest of the lower
depths. This reworking of a venerable
device, directed by John Landis and
written by Timothy Harris and
Herschel Weingrod, is fairly funny for
about two-thirds of the way through,
bolstered by good performances by
Aykroyd and, in particular, Murphy,
but the ending is too predictable to
have much comic punch. Director
Landis' predilection for nudity,
moreover, somewhat more controlled
than in past movies, is still significantly
in evidence.

TWILIGHT TRIP—Shocked patsengsrs of an airplano threatened by an
unknown horror huddlo bohind incredulous co-pilot John Dennis Johnston
In a scene from Warner Bros, film, 'Twilight Zone: The Movie." Secular
critics gave the film mixed reviews, (A-II. adults. odol««c«ntt).

based, it should be there. Lots of
times, people remember seeing what we
need. But we can run around for two
hours looking for a specific shot.
Finding a closeup of a player can take
the longest time because you have to
match his uniform, the time of day and
even his beard. A three-second closeup
causes as much worry and work as
anything."

AFTER ALL that effort and all
those scenes, does Mr. Fusselle find it
difficult to go to a game and sit back
peacefully to enjoy it?.

"I haven't been to a game in years,"
he admitted.

After seeing 90 a week, he's
forgiven.

I 'Insight' returnsj
Quality programs with famous ac-

tors has earned the Paulist production
"Insight" several television Emmy
awards. After an absence from the
screen, the Catholic comedy-drama
series will return on Channel 39
(WDZL) from 6 to 7 a.m. every
Saturday. The first of the shows stars
Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Bruce
Davison in "Checkmate." Davison
portrays Andy Fry, a man fed up
with human fallibility who accepts a
robot as the 'perfect' companion. The
ensuing complications make a

1 delightful comedy.

You can depenu i-pon

PARKING LOT ADJACFNT TO BOT

365 MIRACLE MILE
CORAL GABLES

915 E. LAS OLAS
FT. LAUDERDALE

751-4429 A TOUCH CAPE CODE ON BISCAYNE BAY
On The
79th St

Causeway
CLOSED MONDAY

MAINE LOBSTERS
CLAMS AND OYSTERS
NEW ENGLAND SEAFOOD

Caution.
O'Sheas'can be habit

FormiAO^
Take only as directed.

DIRECT YOURSELF TO 1081 BALD EAGLE DR. ON
MARCO ISLAND. YOU HAVEN'T BEEN TO S.W. FLA.
'TIL YOU'VE BEEN TO O'SHEAS'. OFFERING LUNCH

SUNDAY BRUNCH, COCKTAILS, LITE DINNER FULL
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NEW CHURCH NEEDED—Holy Spirit Parish in Lantana has raised more than
$1 million of $1.8 million needed to build a permanent church. According to
Father William O'Dea, pastor, the area's rapid growth and projections for
increasing population in the future make building the new church essential.

Bishop named for
Hungarians

Pope John Paul II has appointed a
Washington Piarist priest as bishop to
serve the Hungarian communities out-
side of Hungary.

Fr. Ladislaus A. Iranyi, Sch.P.,
former provincial of the American pro-
vince of the Order of Pious Schools
(Piarist Fathers), based in Washington,
D.C., has been named Titular Bishop
of Castel Mediano for special religious
assistance to Hungarian Catholics liv-
ing outside of Hungary. Piarist Fathers
have served in Cardinal Gibbons High
School and several parishes in South
Florida for over 20 years.

In his new office, Bishop-elected
Iranyi will not head a territorial
diocese, but will work with the bishops
of dioceses around the world in
meeting the special needs of Hungarian
Catholics. Bishop-elected Iranyi will be
responsible to the Holy See through the
Vatican Secretariat of State.

Bishop-elected Iranyi is the first
bishop to serve in this special capacity
to the world's Hungarian Catholics.
Byelorussians, Poles, Czechs and
Slovaks presently have bishops who
serve those living outside their native
country.

Local pastor elected
to Josephite council

Very Rev. Peter Kenriey, S.S.J.,
pastor of Holy Redeemer Church in
Miami, was elected at a meeting June
20-28 to the General Council of the
Josephite Society as Area Director for
the Gulf South region.

Prior to coming to Miami, Fr. Ken-
ney had served as pastor of Josephite
parishes in New Orleans and
Washington, D.C., and as a professor
at St. Joseph's Seminary in
Washington.

The Josephites, an American Socie-
ty of priests and brothers based in
Baltimore, Md., have been serving
black Americans in a spiritual, educa-
tional, and social ministry for over
100 years. Fr. Kenney's election to
the Josephite General Council places

him in a position of responsibility for
helping to determine administrative
policy of the Society.

Fr. Peter Kenney was born in Cam-
bridge, Mass. Following a program of
graduate studies in Sociology at
North Carolina, and Catholic Univer-
sities, he served as an instructor at
Loyola U in N.O. and as a Professor
at St. Joseph's Seminary in
Washington, D.C

His parish experience is extensive.
He served in a pastoral role at
Epiphany, St. Philip and St. David's
parishes in New Orleans. In
Washington, D.C. he served as pastor
of Our Lady of Perpetual Help. He is
presently pastor of Holy Redeemer
Church in Miami, Fla.

Black Catholic organiza-
tions hold joint conference

Bang! Zoom! Gleason collection at Biscayne
The Media Center at the new

Biscayne College Library has been
made curator of an almost complete
collection of "The Jackie Gleason
Show."

The program originally aired from
Miami Beach from 1962 through 1970.
These kinescope records are kept on
276 16mm film prints, which also
include most of the_ original

commercials. Mr. Gleason's revival of
"The Honeymooners" is also included
in these programs.

Any club, church group or
organization that wishes to view
selections of the programs can call
Mark Phillips, Media Director, at
625-6000 ext. 190. The atrium art
gallery next to the Media Center will
also be open for viewing during visits.

THE LAY CARMELITES meet on August
6th at Villa Maria Nursing Home at 1050 N.E.
125th St. in North Miami at 2 p.m. We welcome
visitors or phone 621-0967;

ST. JULIANA CHURCH will hold a rum-
mage sale at the church cafeteria at 4500 S. Dixie
Hwy. July 30th from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and July
31st from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch will be sold on
Saturday. A cake sale will be held both days.

THE DADE CATHOLIC SINGLES CLUB
will meet at mass at 11 a.m. July 31st at St.
Richard's church, 7500 SW 152nd St. They will
have lunch at 1 p.m. at Bogy's Barn, 9300 SW
152nd St. All Catholic singles, ages 20-39, are

welcome. For more information call Frank at
553-4919.

THE QUEEN OF PEACE FRATERNITY OF
THE SECULAR FRANCISCAN ORDER will
meet Aug. 7th at St. Richard Parish Center, 7500
SW 152nd St. Formation will be at 1 p.m.
Benediction will be at 2 p.m. followed with the
regular meeting and fellowship. All professed
members of the Third Order.af St. Francis of
Assisi and all those aspiring to join are invited.
Visitors welcome.

THE BLUE ARMY invites every one to St.
James Church on Friday, August 12-Rosary
starts at 7 PM followed by Mass and Act of Con-
secration to Our Lady. St. James is located at
North West 131st Street and 7th Avenue.

Three national organizations of
black Catholic religious men and
women will hold their third annual
joint conference August 8-12 at
Jackson State University in Jackson,
Mississippi.

Members of the National Black
Catholic Clergy Caucus (NBCCC), the
National Black Sisters' Conference
(NBSC) and the National Black
Catholic Seminarians Association
(NBCSA) will meet in the heart of the
Church's southern missions to explore
how black spirituality and
psychological well-being influence
their ministerial choices and
performances.

The conference theme—"Who Do
You Say That I Am?"—is borrowed
from the Gospel of St. Mark (8:27)
wherein Jesus, after first testing His
disciples' perception of His divinity,
explained to them His role as Messiah.
Through presentors and group
interactions, conference coordinators
hope to enable participants to also
name and claim their Lord with more
clarity and conviction.

Among the assembly's highlights
will be NBCCC's presentation of its
Brother Joseph Davis Award to "a
noteworthy member for outstanding
achievement, a Mass honoring
jubilarians, black heritage tours of
metropolitan, small town and rural
Mississippi, and deliveries by
prominent guest speakers.

Presentors include noted historian
Father Cyprian Davis, O.S.B., Ph.D.,
professor of Church History at St.
Meinrad Archabbey in Indianna; Sister
Barbara Jean LaRochester, O.C.D.,
Baltimore, Maryland; psychologist and
lecturer Father John Ricard, S.S.J.,
pastor, Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Parish, Washington, D.C; and Althea
Truitt, a Catholic University professor
and assistant director of Catholic
Charities for the Archdiocese of
Washington, D.C.

Registration is $60. Room and board
is $230 for single and $184 for double
occupancy. Send checks to the
National Black Sisters' Conference,
6226 Camdem St., Oakland, California
94605 Phone is (415) 638-1544.

KNIGHT OFFICERS. The Knights of Columbus. Florida State Council,
1983-1984 officers were elected recently at the state convention in
Orlando. They are pictured left to right: Mike Cascone, State SEc,
Jacksonville; Clyde King, State Deputy, Jacksonville; Jim Cupp,
State advocate Pompano Beach; Tom Shaughnessy, Coral Springs;
Frank Scandone, State treasurer. Ft. Walton Beach; Leon Kocol, pro-
gram director, Cocoa; Dematteis, state warden. Tarpon Springs,
seated.

Brother of Assisi's founding pastor dies
RIVIERA BEACH—A Mass of

Christian Burial for Anthony Borg, 83,
was concelebrated in St. Francis of
Assisi Church on Thursday.

Borg, whose brother, the late Father
Joseph Borg was founding pastor of
St. Francis of Assisi parish, died while
visiting his family in Pennsylvania.

Father Donald Ireland was the
principal celebrant of the Mass for the
native of Malta who has lived here for

many years.
He is survived by his wife, Mary;

two sons, Anthony of Staten Island,
N.Y. and George of Jackson, N.Y. and
a sister, Mrs. Charlotte Olson,
Kresgeville, Pa. Other survivors
include four sisters: Sister Sophie,
R.S.M. stationed in Jamaica, who was
present for the funeral; and three
sisters in malta as well as nine
grandchildren.

World hunger speaker available
Marilyn Nichols, known also as

Nikki, of Berkeley, Calif., is working
in Fbrt Lauderdale this summer as a
volunteer organizer for Bread for the
World, the national Christian
citizens' anti-hunger movement. She
is available to speak to groups in-
terested in fighting world-hunger.

For more information contact Rev.
Chris Spoor at 566-2512 or Nichols at
463-2823.

Nichols, a former elementary

ST. JOHN BOSCO Parish will hold a Radio
Marathon on August 7 from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. on
WQBA, 1140 AM. Proceeds will benefit the
parish's programs for children, youth and the
elderly. The phone number to call is 643-5410.

OUR LADY QUEEN OF MARTYRS in Ft.
Lauderdale will present the Capitanelli Family in
concert titled "A Night Of God's Love" at
August 6th at 5:30 p.m.

THE SOUTH FLORIDA BLOOD SERVICE
will accept donations at Mercy Hospital, 3663 S.
Miami Ave., from August 2nd and Aug. 6th
from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. and at St. Dominic's
Catholic church at 5909 N.W. 7th St. Aug. 7 and
9 th from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

school teacher, will help Fort Lauder-
dale Bread for the World members as
they work for public policies which
address the root causes of hunger in
this country and overseas.

Nichols is one of 17 summer
organizers chosen to work with Bread
for the World groups in cities across
the country. The Fort Lauderdale
Bread for the World group, with 72
members, meets the third Monday of
each month to study hunger issues.

Holy Family Kindergarten needs donations of
toys, games and equipment for a Playhouse
Center Dolls, kitchen utensils, miniature
household furniture, play stove, etc., may be
brought to the school office, 14650 NE 12 Ave.,
any time after August 15.

The Greater Hollywood Catholic Widows and
Widowers Club will hold a Kiddie Costume
(optional) Birthday Party to celebrate the fourth
anniversary of its founding, on Friday, August 5,
at 7:30 p.m., at Nativity Parish Hall, 500
Chaminade Drive, Hollywood. Call 981-2508 or
431-8275 for details.
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i South Tlorida Circulation for Leisure Reading

CLASSIFIED
VOICE ADS 758-0543

2-CREMT INFORMATION

MEW CREDIT card ! Nobody
refuted! Also Visa / Mastercard.
Call 805-687-6000 ext C-1468.

|2A-ST»MP COLLECTIONS

WANTED U.S. STAMPS «
COVERS. FREE APPRAISALS. CALL
CHARLES. 274-9294 or 758-3916.

4A-HALLS FOR RENT

GABLES K OF C HALL FOR RENT
Weddings, Parties or Banquets

270 Catalonia Aye. 448-9242

SONS OF ITALY HALL FOR RENT
1815 NW North River Drive

Wedding Parties-Banquets. Kitchen
facilities available.

681-8032 685-2720

5-PERSONALS

VITAMINS, MINERALS, BOOKS
BREAD, NUTS, OILS, HONEY

SEEDS & HERB TEAS
MURRAY'S

HEALTH r000 STORE
Corner N. Miami Ave. & N.W. 75 St

759-2187

Christian lady 60. Room, board
& $100 num. for companionship
& housolcaopiiMj. Rof6fl)nc6s.

CaD 763-2619

ST. JOAN OF ARC
HUNGER PROGRAM

Seeks to help people with-
out food. If you know of any-
one, please write to: 200 W.
Palmetto Prk. Rd. Suite 302
Boca Raton, H. 33432.

••MM———H^H—*———•—

Ladles-Have Fun While You Earn
No collecting, No delivery.FREE
$300 value kit.Flexible hours.CAII
after 6 PM 895-3566.

FATHER MANNING
TV CHANNEL 45

SUNDAYS AT 9:00 PM
TUESDAYS AT 2:30 PM

SA NOVENA

Thanks to St. Jude & the Holy
Spirit for favors granted.
Thank you. C.C.H.

Thanks to the Holy Spirit for
favor received. Thank God for
His goodness. K.T.

5A NOVENA

PRAYER TO
THEMOLYSPWT

Holy Spirit You who make me see
everything and who show me the
way to reach my ideal, You who
give me the divine gift to forgive and
forget the wrong that is done to me,
and You who are in all instances of
my life with me, I in this short
prayer want to thank you for
everything and confirm once more
that I never want to be separated
from You, no matter how great
material desires may be. I wish to
be with You in eternal glory. Amen.
Thank You for Your love towards
me and my loved ones. Person must
pray this prayer 3 consecutive days
without asking your wish. Then pro-
mise to publish this dialogue as
soon as your favor has been
granted. c.L.

THANKSGIVING
NOVENA TO ST. JUDE

Oh, holy St. Jude, Apostle and
martyr, great in virtue & rich in
miracles, near kinsman of Jesus
Christ, faithful intercessor of all who
invoke your special patronage in time
of need, to you I have recourse from
the depth of my heart, and humbly

• beg to whom God has given such '
great power, to come to my'as-
sistance. Help me in my present
and urgent petition, in return, t,
promise to make your name known
and cause you to be invoked.
Say 3 Our Fathers. 3 Han Marys and Glorias.
Publication must D» promised. St. Juda. pray

'for ut and all who invoke your aid. AMEN
This noMna has navar baan known to fail: I
haw lad my, Teauest grarlted. Publication.;

N.D.

PRAYER TO
THE HOLY SPIRIT

Holy Spirit. You who make me see
everything and who show me the
way to reach my ideal, You who
give me the divine gift to forgive and
forget the wrong that is done to me,
and You who are in all instances of
my life with me, I in this short
prayer want to thank you for
everything and confirm once more
that I never want to be separated,
from You, no matter how great
material desires may be. I wish to
be with You in eternal glory. Amen.
Thank You for Your love towards
me and my loved ones. Person must
pray this prayer 3 consecutive days
without asking your wish. Then pro-
mise to publish this dialogue a:
soon as you.r_ favor has been
granted. J. Wise & J. Campbell

Thank you St. Jude for prayers
answered. Stella Horning

SA NOVENA

PRAYER TO
THE HOLY SPIRIT

Holy Spirit. You who make me see
everything and who show me the
way to reach my ideal, You who
give me the divine gift to forgive and
forget the wrong that is done to me,
and You who are in all instances of
my life with me, I in this short
prayer want to thank you for
everything and confirm once more
that I never want to be separated
from You, no matter how great
material desires may be. I wish to
be with You in eternal glory. Amen.
Thank You for Your love towards
me and my loved ones. Person must •
pray this prayer 3 consecutive days
without asking your wish. Then pro-
mise to publish this dialogue as
soon as your favor has been
granted. Connie

THANKSGIVING
NOVENA TO ST. JUDE

Oh, holy St. Jude. Apostle and
martyr, great m virtue & rich in
miracles, near kinsman of Jesus
Christ, f»*hful imercaswr of * who
invoke your apsdilpettorBge in time
c<n6*d, to ywi I heve recourse from
the depth of my heart, and humbly
beg to whom God has given such
great power to come to. my'as-
sistance. Help me in my present
and urgent petition. In return, t
promise to make your name known
and cause vou to be invoked.
Say 3 Our Fathar.,1 Hal «taryt and Gtarias
ft&fcarjon must ha proman'. S t Juda. jmi,

•for us and at) •*«> inwfca your M l AMEN.
This novana has navar bam known to fail. I

Connie

PRAYER TO
THE HOLY SPIRIT

Holy Spirit. You who make me see
everything and who show me the
way to reach my ideal, You who
give me the divine gift to forgive and
forget the wrong that is done to me,
and You who are in all instances of
my life with me, I in this short
prayer want to thank you for
everything and confirm once more
that I never want to be separated
from You, no matter how great
material desires may be. I wish to
be with You in eternal glory. Amen.
Thank You for Your love towards
me and my loved ones. Person must
pray this prayer 3 consecutive days
without asking your wish. Then pro-
mise to publish this dialogue as
soon as your favor has been
granted. Susan

SA NOVENA

Dear Holy Spirit my prayers are
being answered. Thank you for
your encouragement. Please stay
with me until my problem is com-
pletely healed. Pray for us & all
who seek your aide. Amen.

GW/DW

Dear Blessed Mother & St. Jude,
my prayers are being answered.
Thank you for your encouragement.
Please stay with me until my prob-
lem is completely healed. Pray for
us and all who seek your aide.
Amen. GW/DW

Thank You God, Mother Mary, St.
Theresa & Most Sacred Heart
for prayers answered. L.B.

THANKSGIVING
NOVENA TO ST. JUDE

Oh, holy S t Jude, Apostle and
martyr, great in virtue Gr rich in
miracles, near kinsman of Jesus
Christ, faithful inMrcessor of aH who
invoke your special patronage in time
of need, to you I have recourse from
the depth of my heart, and humbly
beg to whom God has given such
great power.to,come to my as-
sistance. Help me in my present
and urgent petition. In return, t
promise to make your name known
and cause you to be invoked.
Say 3 Our Fathers. 3 Hail Marys and Gtaraa.
Publication must be prorraad. St. Juda, pray
for us and ar! who invoke your aid. AMEN.
This novana has navar been known to fan.' I
have had my, rawest granted, publication.

C.L

Thank You Holy Spirit for ans-
wering my prayers. Publication
promised. A.M.V.

Thanks to St. Jude for favor
received. Publication promised.

M.P.

Thanks to the Holy Spirit for
prayers answered. Publication
promised. R.M.S.

Thanks to St. Jude, St. Anthony, the
Holy Spirit, Infant Jesus of Prague
Publication promised. D.8.

Thanks to Jesus, Holy Spirit & St.
Jude for prayers answered.

Joseph Bennett

Thanks to the Holy Spirit for
favors received. Publication
promised. A.J.C.

Thanks to St. Jude for favor
received. Publication promised.
M.M.

Thanksgiving to Our Lord Jesus
for prayers answered. Publication
promised. Susan Perez

Thanks to St. Jude for favor
received. Publication promised.

B.R.

Thanks to the Holy Spirit for
prayers answered. Publication
promised. E.N.

SAMOVENA

Thanks to St. Jude & Blessed
Virgin for saving two close
friends' marriage at a time when
possible solutions had been exhaus-
ted & hope was scarce. JB & MEB

Thanks to the Holy Spirit for
favors received.

M.L.M.

ID-AMUSEMENTS PARTIES ETC

SPORT FISHING
"HELEN C"

947-4081
CAPT. JOHN CALLAN

12-CHILD CARE

Complete CHILD CARE CENTER
24 Hrs. day, 365 days year. Day
care, overnight & baby sitting.
Brith to 12 yrs. Call 754-4599.

13-HELP WANTED

Applications ire invited for the
position of Diocesan Coordinator
of Renew, a Diocesan wide program
of Renewal involving small group
prayer & scripture study which will
be implemented here over the next
three years. Qualifications include
prayerfulness, a spiritual focus of
one's life, managerial ability, sales
interest, good judgement, & a total
commitment of time, energy & int-
erest in spreading the Word of God
& building Christian community
within our parishes.

Application* are Invited for the
position of Secretary of Renew, a
Diocesan wide program of Renewal
involving small group prayer and
scripture which will be implemen-
ted over the next three years.
Qualifications include prayerfulness,
a spiritual focus of one's life, good
coordinating & organizational
ability, good typing skills and
attentiveness to details.

Applicants should can for Infor-
mation. Prince of Peace CatlMNc
Church, Jacksonville, Fts. -

904-733-6860

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
NEEDS BOOKKEEPER
with data entry preferred. Please
call 759-4531

T.L.C. ChHd can needed for 3
children 3 & under in my home.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 AM to 3:30 PM
N. Miami area. Cal 891-6402.

RELIGIOUS ED TEACHER
required for Catholic High School.
St. Joseph Academy, 39 Columbus
St., St. Augustine, R. 32084. Send
resume to Principal at St. Joseph
Academy.

VETERANS HOSPITAL-MIAMI
Needs a salaried organist for the
10:45 AM Sunday Mass. Call Father
Sullivan. 324-4455 ext. 3258.

Companion-Aid for eMerty or
tick. Live out Experienced. Ref-
erence*. Cal 754-1743.

20-HOUSEHOU) CODOS FOR SALE

I room ftdMng
sets, In excellent candMon.

CaH 534-5786

21-SEMNC HACHNES

REPOSSESSED
SINGER GOLDEN TOUCH & SEW

Buttonhole, Mndlwms etc. Regular
$599 now $97.50. Cal 944-4813

22-MSCELLANEOUS FOR SALE

Eight 21 foot church pews for
sate. Excellent condition. Call
Mon.-Fri. 9 AM to 3 PM

785-2450

25-IOOL RENTAL

OVER 100 LOW RENTAL TOOLS
SMITTYS HARDWARE & PAINT CO.
12320 NW 7 AVE. 681-4481

. - - _ - . : {

38-RETIREMENT H0MES-0A0E

ELDERLY CARED FOR WITH
LOVE AND CONCERN

754-4599

39ArrOOM FOR RENT-NORTH EAST

Room-beautiful, spacious, dose to
shopp. Use of k i tch . Reasonable.
Mrs. Kennedy 758-0543 ext. 309

40-APARTMENTS FOR RENTMAM REACH

$325 month. 1 bedroom furnished
cottage. Water & gas incl. Near
Lincoln & Alton Rd. 673-8784.

40-APARTMENTS FOR RENT-NORTH EAST

1 BR. turn, or unfum. with terrace
All utilities included. Near bus,

park and bay. $325 and $375. Call
759-1870

STADLER
aajaaasaa ASSOCIATES, INC. 'aaaMaj

REALTORS !

446-2292

RICHARD THORNTON
Broker-Salesman

Eves. 445-2793

45-CO-OP APARTMENT FOR SALE-N.W.

Co-op Apt. 1 BR. 1 oath. 2nd floor
Wall A/C Walk to St. Mary's. No
children. $12,900. Sue 754-5442.

53-REAL ESTATE-PALM REACH COUNTY

PHILIP D. LEWIS, INC.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

NORTH PALM BEACH COUNTY
31W. 20 SL Riviera Beach

844-0201

DEADLINE
TUESDAY 10 AM BUSINESS SERVICE GUIDE PHONE

758-0543

: 60-ACCOUNTANTS

FREO HOFFMEIER-ACCOUNTANT
Tax/Bookkeeping/Notary

Call 735-8770

PATRICK J. MORGAN
Accounting-bookkeeping- tax returns

& Computer Services available. Will
service anyplace in Broward & Dade.

20 yrs. experience. CaH 432-9159

SO-AIR CONDITIONING

Don't heller skelter in the heat!
CLEAN AIR CONDITIONING

REPAIR MOTORS
TONY 947-6674

60-OOORS FOR SALE I INSTALLED

DOORS GALORE
All types of doors installed.
16602 N. Miami Ave. Miami, Fl.
KIRK (305) 944-3203

60-AurO PARTS OAOE

BOB'S USED AUTO PARTS
9800 NW South River Drive

We Buy Late Model Wrecks 887-5563\

60-ELECTRICAl 8I10WAR0

MINNET ELECTRIC SERVICE
Serving Broward since 1954. Alter-
ations. Repairs. Residential-Comm-

erciallndustrial. Member C of C
&BBE,25yrs. 772-2141

6S-EXTERMMATOR

PESTS CONTROLED
Monthly $16 Quarterly $25
Fleas-Roaches-Ants 255-5761
J.J. Swanko Certified Operator

60-6ENERAL MAMTAMENCE

6US GENERAL HOME
REPAIRS, INC.

"Don't Fun, Can Bus Canates"
Plumbing, Electrical, Carpentry,
Painting. Sprinkler systems (In-
stalatton & Consultants, Residen-
tial & Agriculture) Cabinet work.
Wood A Chain fencing, Roof paint-
ing & repairs. AD work guaran-
teed. CaH for FREE estimates.
CALL NOW ft SAVE. 261-4623

' 24 HOUR SERVICE

60 MOVING 4 STORAGE

ROBERT WILLIAMS
MOVING AND STORAGE

Large or small jobs. Anytime
681-9930

60PAINTING

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
| LICENSED & INSURED

. FREE ESTIMATES
I Call after 5 PM 895-1368

60-PAINTING
M-FUMUHNt

Da VINCHM46-3581
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR

R00FCLEANING-PAINTIN6

CHARLES THE PAINTER
Interior-Exterior-Residential

Commercial. Free Estimates. 25 yn -
in Mianii. 274-9294 or 758-3916

(0-PAMTMG-OADE ami RROWARD

PAINTING
INTERIOR EXTERIOR

Member of K of Ccc no. 3270
H.PALUMB0 865-4791

CHERRY ROOF CC no. 0623
Roof painting, pressure cleaning. In-
terior, exterior & repairs. 434-0015

60-PLASTERING

FOR ALL YOUR PLASTERING
and expert patching. Call

Charles 274-9294 or 758-3916.

60-PLUM8ING

PHIL PALM
PLUMBING
REPAIRS &

ALTERATIONS
CC#2476 Call 891-8576

RIGHT WAY PLUMBING CO INC
COMPLETE PLUMBING SERVICE
COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL

7155 NW 74 St. 885-8948

CORAL GABLES PLUMBING
Complete bathroom remodeling

Home repairs
24-Hour Service

446-1414 CC(W)754 446-2157

60-REUGIOUS ARTICLES

ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC
BOOK & FILM CENTER

Bibles-Missals-Religious Articles
Mon-Sat 8:30 AM to 6 PM

Ftee_parking in back of building
2700 Biscayne Blvd.". 573-1618

60-REFRIGERATION

M.LS. REFRIGERATION CO.
Work done on your premises

FREE ESTIMATES 754-2583

60 HOOFING

CALL BILL
Reroofing & Roof Repair All Dade

All types. Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates cc#0008021

949-7513 or 893-3824

Repairs Refooflng & Carpentry
JOSEPH DEVLIN ccno.0932

Member of BBB&K of C
666-6819 or 667-9606

60-ROOFMG

, _ EAGLE ROOFING CO.
635 NE 64 Street

Reroofing and Repairs
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

FREE ESTIMATES
Call 756-2227 8 AM to 6 PM

756-9069 after 7 PM

M-MOMW-DAM & MOWAID

TUCKER BROS. ROOFING
The-friendly, dependable roofers.
FREE Estimates. State licensed &

Ins. cc. no.0016001. 681-5190

60-SEAL COATING

JACKS IMPERIAL ASPHALT, INC.
Seal Coating (2 Coats)

Asphalt Patching 581-5352

BO-SEPTB TANKS

CONNIE'S SEPTIC TANK CO.
Pump outs, repairs. 24-Hr. Service

cc no. 256727 642-4387

CHAPMAN SEPTIC TANKS
Pump outs. Drain fields installed

SW area. 264-4272 or 551-9154.

For Fast Results

i READandUSE
HEWANTADS

EGULARLY!

, 60-SIGNS

EDVITO SIGNS
TRUCK WALL GOLD LEAF

7228 NW 56 Street 887-8633

60-VENETIAW 8LIN0 SERVICE

STEADCRAFT BLINDS
Venetian blinds, Riviera 1 " blinds,
Custom shades. Old blind*., re-
finished and repaired your,.home
Jalousie door- and window steel
guards.

1151 NW 117 St. 688-2757

TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS
HERE CALL JUNE
AT

758-0543

HEARWELL
HEARING AID

SPECIAL
Custom Pit In M M Bar

Lou Price WITH THIS AD

on Repairs *97»»
endBetterie*. ONLY £ # 3PH 264-7005

A-A-DISCOUNT HEARING AH) CTR.
^ 7S75SWBwd.IBaiK-lo3p.iii. J
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Building
'In my backyard

bombs:

Father Jim Keeley, pastor of St. Charles Borromeo Parish in Livermore,.
Calif., said people there have struggled with the moral implications of
nuclear arms for a number of years. There was a time when "we weren't
able to talk about this issue," he said. " I * was too controversial and

emotionally charged." But that changed. Not only are the people talking,
but, the pastor suspects, they probably now rank among the most informed
people in the country on these issues. (NC Sketch).

How one community grappled with war and peace
By Father David K. O'Rourke

NC News Service

Livermore, Calif., was settled a hundred years
ago as a small farming community. It sits at the

I foot of the camel-colored hills that separate San -
Francisco Bay from America's most productive
farmland, the great San Joaquin Valley to the east.

For several generations Livermore has been
known for the quality of its white table wines.
Recently it added another, much more controver-
sial product. Today, more than three-fourths of
U.S. nuclear-weapons research and development is
done in the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
operated by the University of California.

As one resident said to me, "They're developing
the bombs right in my back yard."

I THOUGHT of this town as I wondered what
ordinary Catholics might do to act on the
American bishops' new pastoral letter on war and
peace in the nuclear age. Livermore is a community
where some people worked on the issues of the
nuclear age in a way that may be of help to us all.

I spoke with a number of religious and lay
leaders in Livermore to find out what they think

and what they are doing.
Father Jim Keeley, pastor of one of the town's

two Catholic parishes, noted that people there have

*The arms race presents ques-
tions of conscience we may
not evade. As American
Catholics we are called to ex-
press our loyalty to the deepest
values we cherish: peace,
justice and security for the en-
tire human family.'

Pathways

KNOW YOUR FAITH,

been struggling with the moral implications of
nuclear arms for a number of years. There was a
time when "we weren't able to talk about this
issue," he said. "It was too controversial and emo-
tionally charged."

But that changed. Not only are the people in this
town talking, but, the pastor suspects, they pro-
bably rank among the most informed people in the
country on these issues now.

WHAT BROUGHT about the change? One of
Father Keeley's parishioners, who has worked at
the lab since 1969, said that people began with
small group discussions.

"Usually we got together to talk because we
didn't believe what others were saying about our
work." But then, he added, this defensive attitude
changed into a real desire to know both the facts
and their moral implications.

The parishioner also added that the local clergy
played a very important role in bringing people in-
to real dialogue. Father Keeley and the Rev. Bill
Nebo, a Presbyterian minister, brought together an
ecumenical dialogue focused on the moral issues in
nuclear arms.

What did they discover in their dialogue? First,
the parishioner said, they learned that everybody

has a tendency to talk in order to win. "It's ab-
solutely necessary to get beyond that point," he
said.

"It's very easy to find holes in the other fellow's
argument, especially when you have the expertise
that comes with 15 years work in developing
nuclear resources," he added. "But when you get
adversarial everybody loses. The goal is to listen to
the other fellow, and then, perhaps, you can all
end up with something better than either position
taken singly."

THE PASTORAL LETTER on war and peace
exemplifies this advice, the two clergymen said.
The bishops didn't claim to have final answers on
all the questions. "They tried to come to grips with
real moral issues and they listened to each other."
In the view of the two clergymen from Livermore,
"we should do the same."

The Rev. Nebo pointed out that the dialogue in
Livermore brought participants to talk about not
only the bomb, but other life issues as well. He
thinks the group "has come to terms with the
morality of force and how we use force morally
and immorally as a nation."

I asked the clergymen if they have any advice for
other groups that want to study the bishops'
pastoral letter.

"Yes," I was told, "use the bishops' letter as the
basis for discussion. It's an exellent vehicle for
starting a discussion, regardless of whether you
agree with all their positions or not. And it's useful
because they attempt to explore the issues, not pro-
ve points."

"And talk about force, and its use. When is it
moral or immoral and why? This is the issue that
provoked the most discussion here, and it's been a
useful discussion," it was added.

That was the reaction in one Christian communi-
ty to the bishops' pastoral letter. The community is
a special one, because members live with nuclear
force everyday.

But it is a community like all others in that
members need to bring their faith to bear on this
important issue.
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'Blessed are
the peacemak

By David Gibson
NC News Service

A wayfarer is a traveler—someone
moving along the road toward a
destination.

In an age when the need for world
peace is great, the U.S. bishops sug-
gest Christians must become
wayfarers in the faith—people who
continually equip themselves "to pro-
fess the full faith of the church in an
increasingly secularized society."

In their 1983 pastoral letter on war
and peace, the bishops speak of this
process—a process of growth. This
dimension of their message is not yet
well understood. It constitutes a call
to greater faith on the part of Chris-
tians.

"To be disciples of Jesus requires
that we continually go beyond where
we now are," the bishops write. But
they do not say it is an easy road to
travel, or that the destination is
quickly reached. Christian wayfarers
never expect complete success in
history, the bishops remind us.

They add: "To become true
disciples, we must undergo a deman-
ding course of induction into the
adult Christian community."

SO THE BISHOPS call Christians
to greater faith. Then they call Chris-
tians to the role of peacemaking, en-
couraging prayer, participation in ihe
liturgy, penance and ongoing educa-
tion within the Christian community.

How people grow as peacemakers
is a topic that families and discussion
groups could explore at great length
in the months and years ahead. And
that is precisely what the bishops
hope will happen.

But the bishops offer a few sugges-
tions to generate discussion:

People ought to take a look at the
ways violence becomes acceptable in a
society, the bishops think. For if
violence in any form is accepted as
commonplace, sensitivities become
dulled and war itself can be taken for
granted, they write.

But what is violence? What are its
forms?

"Violence has many faces: oppres-
sion of the poor, deprivation of basic
human rights, economic exploitation,

* sexual exploitation and pornography,
neglect or abuse of the aged and the
helpless and innumerable other acts
of inhumanity. Abortion in particular
blunts a sense of the sacredness of
human life," state the bishops.

All people are capable of violence,
the bishops write.

So they suggest that what is needed
is the disarmament of the human
heart: "All of the values we are pro-
moting in this letter rest ultimately in
the disarmament of the human
heart... We cannot have peace with
hate in our hearts."

CHRISTIAN wayfarers for peace,
therefore, need to grow away from
violence. And, the bishops suggest,
parents should teach their children
about this. Parents who want to help
their children grow up as
peacemakers will help children learn
to solve conflicts in non-violent ways,
say the bishops.

Christian wayfarers also are urged
by the bishops to think about how
they can grow in the practices of
peace during the celebration of the
Mass. The sign of peace at Mass is
important here, they indicate.

The sign of peace is "a visible ex-
pression of our commitment to work
for peace as a Christian community,"
say the bishops. They encourage
Catholics to "make the sign of peace
at Mass an authentic sign of our
reconciliation with God and with one
another."

Jesus delivers the Sermon on the Mount in this 17th-century woodcut by Paul
Gustaye Dore. Jesus said, "Blest too the peacemakers; they shall be called
sons of God." (Mt. 5,9) In their pastoral letter on war and peace, the U.S.
bishops call for us to become Christian wayfarers through prayer,
participation in the liturgy, penance and ongoing education within the
Christian community. (NC Photo).

As an added sign of commitment
to peace and reconciliation, the
bishops suggest that a petition for
peace be included during the general
intercessions at every Mass.

These points represent a view of

KNOW YOUR FAITH

the Eucharist that many groups un-
doubtedly will explore as they seek
out ways to be peacemakers. The
bishops call the Mass "a unique
means of seeking God's help to create
the conditions essential for true peace
in ourselves and in the world."

THE ISSUES of war and peace
have a political dimension because
they are embedded in public policy,
the bishops observe. But these issues
also have "a profoundly moral
dimension which responsible Chris-
tians cannot ignore."

In an age "heavily armed with
nuclear weapons," the bishops urge
Christians to think through the im-
plications of faith and to grow as
wayfarers for peace.

The Spirit and Paul's preaching
By Fatter John Castelot

NC News Service

St. Paul thought that the Spirit played a big
role in his own life and in that of the early
Christian communities.

In his very first letter, Paul tells the
Thessalonians that his preaching was not a
mere matter of words, but of power. And his
preaching was carried on in God's Spirit with
complete conviction. (1 Thess. 1:5)

Power; Spirit: Those thoughts seem con-
nected for Paul.

PAUL would be referring to some dynamic
quality in his preaching which obviously could
not be explained simply as extraordinary elo-
quence. In fact, elsewhere he alludes to the
fact that he was not a very eloquent speaker,
in the accepted sense of that term.

But the effects of Paul's preaching were so
great that his hearers could only conclude that
they were in the presence of a power which
trascended mere words. And they experienced
that same power in their own lives, Paul
reminds them.

He writes similarly to the Corinthians: "My
message and my preaching had none of the

persuasive force of 'wise' argumentation, but
the convincing power of the Spirit. As a con-
sequence, your faith rests not on the words of
men but on the power of God" (1 Cor.
2:4-5).

Miraculous activity is a form in which the
power of the Spirit seems to have manifested
itself at other times.

This mysterious divine force manifested
itself in a variety of ways in the lives of the
converts. We hear about the Spirit's activity,
for example, when the Galatian Christians
were tempted to seek salvation by observance
of the Mosaic Law. Paul was furious. And in
an effort to dissuade them, he could allude
with amazing confidence to their experience
of the Spirit:

"I WANT TO LEARN only one thing
from you; how did you receive the Spirit?
Was it through observance of the law or
through faith in what you heard?:., is it
because you observe the law or because you
have faith in what you heard that God
lavishes the Spirit on you and works wonders
in your midst?" (Gal. 3:2-5).

In the course of time, the use of the various

gifts of the Spirit cause difficulties in some of
the communities, especially among the Chris-
tians in Conrinth who did not stand out for
their emotional maturity. The Spirit's gifts
were intended to produce harmony in the
community. But thanks to childishness among
the people, the gifts were causing pride, envy,
disunity.

Paul writes: "To each person is given the
manifestation of the Spirit for the common
good.... But it is one and the same Spirit who
produces all these gifts, distributing them to
each as he wills" (1 Cor. 12: 7, 11).

In those statements Paul acknowledges the
presence of a variety of gifts among the com-
munity's members. Paul insists that the gifts
are to be used for the common good.

No one has any right to boast about a par-
ticular gift or to use it selfishly to inflate his
or her own ego. Whatever the gifts may be,
they all come from the Spirit, the principle of
unity, not division.

In any event, we can see that the Spirit of
God was powerfully active in Paul's ministry
and in the lives of his converts. That same
Spirit is at work in the lives of Christians to-
day.
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MS: Blessing in disguise
Househusband loves work

BOULDER, Colo. (NC)—Steve
Dolan described having multiple
sclerosis (MS) as "a blessing'' that,
though painful, has transformed him
and his relationship to God.

Dolan, a member of St. Thomas
Aquinas Parish in Boulder, has been
named MS Father of the Year for
Colorado. His illness has brought him
to "a love affair with the church," he
said.

'I want to reach out to
everybody and let them
know that God loves
them... and that I love
them... that's what life is
all about.'

"I've always had a deep feeling for
the church, but for years my
spirituality was on hold. I was trapped
in the arms of the world... not God. It
was the MS that led me into a deep
spiritual walk with the Lord, forcing
me to reassess my values and make
drastic changes in my life."

THAT TRANSITION has not been
easy—not for Dolan, his wife, Kathy,
or his two young children, Stephanie,
11, and Brian, 7. The family has
experienced several struggles, including
a temporary separation between Steve
and Kathy.

"But, now, I think we're on a better
track than we've ever been," Dolan
said.

Six years ago, at 32, Dolan was
starting a successful career as a banker
in Albany, N.Y. When MS struck
without warning, he hit bottom "with
a thud," he said, and was confined to a
wheelchair and forced to quit his job.

Although doctors said he would
never walk again, Dolan struggled to a
walking position, and now uses a cane.

THE FAMILY returned to Boulder,
where Dolan had grown up,
determined to begin life anew. It was
here that he took on the role of
"househusband."

"It was terrible at first," he recalled.
"I had always been so macho...
instilled with the idea that a man earns
the living. But there I was playing
house and raising kids, while Kathy
was out supporting the family. I
thought my manhood had been
completely stripped away."

But the role change proved valuable
in Dolan's growth, and he now enjoys
it. "I have the pleasure of doing things
that other men can't do until they
retire," he said.

This year he planted a garden,
painted the kitchen, has been involved
in extensive volunteer work and enjoys
a closer-than-usual relationship with
his children.

ADJUSTING TO being a
househusband, however, was an easy
achievement compared to the
"interior" search triggered by the MS,
according to Dolan.

"I've had to answer so many

29 A.D.
Kids re-enact Hie of Jesus

ByCoriFugere

SHELBURNE, Vt. (NQ—About
200 people from Catholic, Lutheran,
Methodist and Episcopal churches
turned part of Shelburne Farms, a
national historic site on the shore of
Lake Champlain, into a 29 A.D.
"biblical marketplace."

Christian and Hebrew songs and
danced.

The marketplace storyteller was
Father Rosario Morency, pastor of St.
Catherine of Siena in Shelburne, who
dressed in blue robes, sandals and wore
a skull cap while reading the Bible
stories from scrolls.

Father Morency said the program

Fr. Rosario Morency, Pastor of St. Catherine of Sl^na in Shelburne, wears a
skull cap to read bible stories to youngsters.

Almost 150 children from preschool
through sixth grade along with adults
and junior high schoolers participated
in the ecumenical Bible school to
experience what life was like in the time
of Jesus.

MOST OF the children dressed in
tunics and wore jewelery they had
made in the marketplace. In addition
to making jewelry they had made in the
marketplace. In addition to making
jewelery, they learned how to weave,
bake bread and make ropes. They sang
fits in well with the parish's religious
education program, and "you can have
fun while learning."

fits in well with the parish's religious
education program, and "you can have
fun while learning."

DAVID MEAD, a 14-year-old from
the Shelburne Methodist Church,
played the marketplace beggar, seeking
hand-outs from the children who
carried their plays coins in burlap bags
tied around their waists.

Mead would ask the children for
money, being careful, he said, that
they, "don't rip me off." The tax
collector was also after the children's
money.

Ms. Father of the Year Steve Dolan relaxes with wife Kathy and their son,
Brian. He says being stuck with multiple sclerosis has been a blessing which
helped him develop spiritually and be closer to his kids. (NC photo by James
Baca).

questions... Where am I with God?
What is the meaning of my life? Am I
fulfilling my destiny according to
God's will?

"When I looked closely at myself I
found all kinds of things that were
keeping me burdened and blocking a

close relationship with God. I really
believed that I was unlovable. It was a
great breakthrough when I began to
realize how much God loved me and
wanted me to believe in myself."

Besides being actively involved in
numerous church and community
activities, Dolan cherishes his personal
"walk" with God. He receives spiritual

direction, attends Mass often and takes
time to pray.

Dolan doesn't view his ministry as
"just the church... it is all of life. I
want to reach out to everybody and let
them know that God loves them... and
that I love them. . and that's what life
is all about."

Summer Camp
scares me!

By Hilda Young

I have a friend who says, "Fool me
once, shame on you. Fool me twice,
shame on me."

I thought of her the other day when
Sister Rose Marie from the parish called
and asked if I'd volunteer for a week of
the summer camp.

"I think that's the week I have
planned for an attack of rubella," I
said without thinking.

"But you did such a terrific job last
summer," she went on. "The kids still
talk about you."

"Who wouldn't remember the lady
who climbed the totem pole in the
middle of camp and refused to come
down until someone killed the plastic
spider on her bunk?"

"Don't be modest, Hilda," she said.
"The way you taught the kids to grind
wild wheat on rocks and make Indian
bread was really creative."

"After Benny Fitz nearly burned
down the kitchen and we'd tun out of
Twinkies, the option was starvation,"
I told her.

Few people appreciate Benny Fitz
for the kid he really is—a
preadolescent Darth Vader. Last year

at camp he made animal husbandry
history when the chicken he was
assigned for the week wouldn't lay eggs
until Benny threatened to punch his
lights out. During crafts he made a key
chain out of a tree stump.

"Actually, Sister," I said "children
scare me. And they can hurt you."

"But you have several of your
own," she pointed out.

"That's why I know that I'm talking
about."

"Actually the kids from the high
school CCD are going to be doing most
of the staff work," the said. "You'd
be there basically as a supervisor. And
don't forget what church tradition and
the Bible say about helping our
youth."

Why does that line always work on
me, but when I try it on my husband all
he does is shake his head and point to
the scar on his chin from helping Marie
learn to ride her bike?
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